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Project: New York Fire Department, Engine Co. 239 Firehouse
Location: Brooklyn, NY
Architect: Beyhan Karahan
Products: Pilkington Pyrostop ® fire-rated glass
and Fireframes® Heat Barrier Series frames

© Pilkington

For protection against flames, smoke and heat transfer choose Pilkington Pyrostop ® fire-rated and
impact safety-rated glazing material. With a fire rating of up to 2 hours, it’s the clear alternative to
solid walls. After all, who knows more about protecting people and valuables?

fireglass.com | 8 0 0.4 26.02 7 9

See Us at Glass Expo Midwest™ 2011 in Indy Next Month

© 2010 Technical Glass Products. Pilkington Pyrostop is a registered trademark of Pilkington plc. Technical Glass Products, One Source. Many Solutions
and Fireglass are registered trademarks of Technical Glass Products.
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A recent example of a multi-story
double-skin façade includes the Eli
and Edythe Broad CIRM Center for
Regenerative Medicine and Stem
Cell Research by ZGF. Turn to page
34 for more on this trend.
Photo courtesy of Enclos.

GANA’s Glass Week and the Building
Envelope Contractors Conference
are quickly approaching. Turn to
page 38 for more on why you need
to attend. (Special cover
distributed at BEC.)
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No Lab?
No Problem.
Edgetech 360®: full-service lab support
for all your testing needs.
Expanding your product mix? Looking to certify?
Entering new markets? Edgetech can help you take
the fear out of the unknown with our full-service
testing capabilities and technical expertise. With a
pulse on global industry standards and the in-house
lab equipment needed to perform the toughest
industry tests, we’ll help you understand and refine
your products’ performance.
Find your peace of mind. Call us today at 800.233.4383
or visit www.superspacer.com/technical_info to learn
more about our state-of-the-art lab and testing services.

®

is our promise that you’ll receive the best
in high-performance products and the advantage
of having a partner that understands your business
objectives. Our support services are designed to help
you take your business to the next level.

Tracy Rogers, Edgetech I.G. Technical Director since 2005,
overseeing units in Volatile Fog test chambers.
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Does your spacer supplier offer you all of this?
Learn more at www.edgetech360.com.
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Issue@Hand
A Frank Remembrance

F

Editor

Debra A. Levy

Extension 111 • deb@glass.com

Megan Headley

Extension 114 • mheadley@glass.com

Contributing Tara Taffera, vice president
Editors Extension 113 • ttaffera@glass.com

Charles Cumpston

Extension 0 • ccumpston@glass.com

Ellen Rogers

Extension 118 • erogers@glass.com

Here’s the news story:
rank Archinaco, who led PPG Industries’ glass division for
several years, passed away on February 17 at his home in
Sewickley, Pa. He was 67.
Archinaco joined PPG’s glass contract and supply department in
1965 as a management trainee in Newark, N.J., and subsequently
held a series of management posts. He became director of marketing and development for PPG’s automotive and aircraft glass business in 1979, general manager of auto replacement glass products Frank
in 1981 and general manager of European glass operations in 1984. Archinaco
Archinaco returned to the United States as vice president of automotive original equipment glass products in 1986. Five years later, he was named
vice president of automotive and aircraft glass. He was made vice president, glass,
in 1994, and a year later was promoted to senior vice president, glass. In 1997,
Archinaco was elected corporate executive vice president for glass and chemicals,
prior to his retirement on July 1, 2002.
In February 2008, Archinaco rejoined PPG as president and chief executive officer (CEO) of PPG’s automotive glass and services business, a position he held
until PPG divested the business in September 2008.
“PPG has lost one of its most beloved leaders,” says Chuck Bunch, PPG chairman
and CEO.“Throughout his career, Frank was held in extremely high regard by customers and employees alike for his judgment, integrity, wisdom and straightforward management style. He was also an extraordinary communicator with a great
wit and sense of humor. On a personal level, Frank was a good friend and mentor
to me, and I will miss him greatly.”
Archinaco is survived by his wife, Linda, two sons, two brothers, a sister, several
cousins, three stepdaughters and three grandchildren. Archinaco had been diagnosed with terminal, inoperable pancreatic cancer in October 2010.
Here’s the real story:
He was, in just about every way, larger than life. It befit him that he had been
named Frank, because that was a quality nearly everyone attributed to him. In a
corporate environment, where you may be known sometimes as much for what
you don’t say as what you do, Frank Archinaco was admired as much for his ability to speak with that frankness as he was for his ability to get results.
In the golden age of the primary manufacturers,when one persona represented the
company before its customers, Frank Archinaco was PPG. His talents were so valued
and highly regarded that he was wooed out of retirement to keep the auto glass division together until it could be sold.I remember thinking at the time that it was a great
move,because people would believe and trust what he told them.If he said it was going
to be all right, it would be. In speaking with him at that time, he bemoaned what his
return from retirement would do to his golf game.I am pretty sure he was not joking.
I got to do in-depth interviews with him twice over the years and one question
I asked still stands out all these years later. I told him that I had been watching
him sitting in the airport on the way back from Düsseldorf, Germany, a few weeks
before and could hear all the different glass people coming up to see him.“Great
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You can get outstanding solar control without sacrificing clarity. Loå3-366® glass delivers a SHGC of
0.27 with a visible light transmittance of 66% and no annoying color to diminish the view. What’s more,
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Issue@Hand
continued

tie,” one said,“Love your shirt,” said another; a third appeared just about to be
groveling before him. So, I asked him,
“With all that praise, adoration and obsequiousness everywhere you go, how
do you keep from letting it go to your
head?” I asked, thinking the answer
would be very telling.
I was expecting a response like,“Well,
Deb, my family keeps me grounded, etc.
etc,” because that’s usually what I got as

answers to questions like that.
But not from Frank. Instead he just
sat back in his chair and laughed one of
the loudest belly laughs I’d ever heard. It
seemed to go on for minutes. He just
laughed and laughed and finally looked
at me and said, “Uh, not a problem.”
No it wouldn’t be for him, because he
was real. He was solid. He was very
good at what he did. He will be missed.
—Deb

With over 30,000 man hours
on one job alone… our

scratch removal systems
are proven to solve your toughest
glass damage issues.
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:: Ergonomic design
reduces fatigue.
:: More system
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functionality
than ever!
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Visit our online discussion boards at
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to ask questions and share
experiences about business
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Series 9500
Bi-Fold Doors & Windows
Custom Views.

Custom built sizes up to 12’ tall

Proven Performance.

western
window systems
westernwindowsystems.com

Product Distributed throughout North America.
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GANAPerspectives

Look Out, Browsers!

A

Decorative Division Website Adds New Features

by Brian K. Pitman

t the beginning of summer last
year, the Glass Association of
North America’s (GANA) Decorative Division launched its official
consumer website at www.decorativeglazing.com. The website features several types of decorative glass, a web
gallery and technical information for
architects, designers and specifiers
looking to add excitement to their projects with decorative glazing products.
The release coincided with last year’s
NeoCon conference in Chicago, and the
response was enormous. The site offered a treasure trove of information
and design possibilities to the general
public, and sought to educate on the
correct terms and names for the evergrowing types of decorative glazing
products.
In January of this year the division
added new information to the site as
part of an aggressive strategy to build
up the site with several new features
throughout 2011. The first of these
features is the availability of several
product brochures from the manufacturers and suppliers in the division. A
basic company profile with photo
gallery, product names and contact
information has been a feature of the
site since its launch last year, but the
division decided to offer downloadable (and e-mailable) product
brochures as a way of giving designers and architects a “one-stop-shop”
for learning more about products.
This feature allows browsers to look
through each company’s marketing
literature to find the right type of
products at their leisure. Furthermore,
each member company posting
brochures has the opportunity to update the brochures throughout the

year, with several
planning to offer
seasonal product
brochures. This increases the variety of
information on the
site in different seasons of the calendar.
An
“industry
news” feature is
being
launched
early this year as
well, with decorative
glazing companies
posting press releases to the site. GANA’s Decorative Division has upgraded its consumer
Other new features website with new features promoting decorative glass.
coming to the site
include product and instructional lication, Mirror: Handle with Extreme
videos, online AIA-accredited presen- Care. This publication has circulated
tations, an enhanced product gallery, throughout the design industry for
downloadable apps and more. Addi- more than two decades. Look for the retionally, GANA will be attending the launch and the updated publication
NeoCon conference again this year and later this year.
will offer presentations and other
Finally, if your company creates
video reports from the conference and decorative glazing products and you
exhibition on the site.
want to join an organization that is
rapidly defining the standards for the
decorative glazing industry, check
COMING SOON
Work continues on GANA’s relaunch out GANA at www.glasswebsite.com.
of the consumer site for the GANA Mir- We would love to have you as a memror Division at www.mirrorlink.org. ber, and to help your company sucThe site, which was featured in a na- ceed in this exciting segment of the
tionwide article published in several industry. ■
large newspapers discussing the resurgence of mirrors in interior design, offers tips for cleaning,
handling and installing mirrors,
B r i a n K . P i t m a n is the
as well as tips in choosing from
director of marketing and
the enormous selection of edges,
communications for GANA.
colors and types of mirror in a deMr. Pitman’s opinions are
sign. The relaunch also will feasolely his own and not
ture the release of the Mirror
necessarily those of this
magazine.
Division’s updated signature pub-
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SolarInsights

A Glazier’s Take on Solar Thermal

P

A Look at Fort Bragg’s Renewable Energy Initiative

by Mary Pence

ing with different types of solar energy
projects in order to meet this goal. A recent example is the new Community
Emergency Services Station,a designated
LEED Platinum building that uses geothermal energy, or the temperature underground, to heat and cool the interior.
It’s not the type of solar application
that most glazing contractors first think
of, but the project’s general contractor
decided to work with a company better
known as a glazing contractor when it
came time to install.
“Compared to BIPV,where solar panels
are directly integrated into the glass of a
building envelope,solar thermal systems
may not be a‘typical’ installation project
for a commercial glazing company but,as
this case study shows, the prerequisites
for a successful outcome—key industry
principles of engineering expertise,quality control, safety and project management apply to solar projects the same way
they apply to a commercial glazing
project,” says Tom
Trainor, president of
Trainor Glass.“With
any solar array, you
are essentially taking a glass product
and installing it
within some type of
support structure.
Commercial glaziers
install glass panels
into aluminum or
steel
mounting
frames—the same
materials used in
solar
systems.
Glazing contractors
Although most glazing contractors are more familiar with are the obvious
photovoltaics, this solar thermal project included choice for that type
of work.”
installation of tempered glass framed solar panels.

Photo: Trainor Glass Co.

resident Obama’s recent unveiling of a five-point Better Buildings Initiative (see page 16) is a
reflection of a similar set of programs
already being implemented throughout
the government and military. The Army
Renewable Energy Initiative encompasses all Army efforts to adopt technologies and capabilities that will help
promote and facilitate renewable energy. Since 2008, the Army has required
new construction and major renovation
projects at permanent active Army installations, Army Reserve Centers,
Army National Guard Facilities and
Armed Forces Reserve Centers to attain
green building certification of at least
LEED Silver. Starting in 2013, all new
buildings on military installations must
be LEED Silver-certified.
Fort Bragg, the North Carolina home
of the 82nd Airborne Division and the
Special Forces Green Berets, chose to get
a head start, and has been experiment-
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SETTING THE STAGE FOR SAVINGS
Trainor Solar was contracted by
Archer Western Contractors, the GC, to
engineer, furnish and install two solar
thermal systems for Fort Bragg, as detailed by the Army Corps of Engineers.
This project featured two identical
systems, including 21 Schüco Premium
LA Flat Plate Solar Collection panels—
tempered glass framed panels that
transfer absorbed solar heat to a storage
tank,in this case a 700-plus-gallon water
tank manufactured by Reco USA. The
sun’s energy heats a liquid in the solar
collector. That heat is then exchanged in
the storage tank which warms the water.
During the evening, or on cloudy days,
the solar system pump is shut off, triggered by a temperature setting. During
that time the buildings will rely on the
primary heating system.
Trainor initiated an annual system
performance simulation and presented
the following findings as part of its proposal for the project.The numbers shown
are per individual thermal system:
• Natural gas savings per system:
11,592.5 cubic yards,
• CO2 emissions avoided per system:
41,319.86 pounds,
• Fractional Energy Savings (EN
12976): 36.8 percent, and
• System Efficiency: 64.7 percent.

FACING THE CHALLENGES
One of the challenges encountered
early in the project was the tight security due to the nature and location of
the facility. The solar team was required
to pass through and clear all security
checkpoints on a daily basis.
The second challenge soon followed.
continued on page 12
www.usglassmag.com
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+ Bautec structural insulating strips
®
+ TGI -Spacer
= Superior performing window
and curtain wall systems
It’s not a complicated equation…the combination of Technoform’s Bautec structural
insulating strips and TGI-Spacer equals achievement of today and tomorrow’s
most stringent thermal demands. Our 35+ years of worldwide fenestration systems
experience enables us to provide spacers and insulating strips that deliver unsurpassed
design capabilities, energy management, durability and structural strength in all
climates. And our global network of industry specialists is ready to assist with all steps
of the design and manufacturing process to create the high performance window and
curtain wall systems required by today’s architects and fabricators.

www.technoform.us | 330-487-6600
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The Army Corps of Engineers specified
which mechanical rooms were to house
the water tanks.Typically a solar thermal
system can have only 16 collection panels
per single tank. The Corps specified 21
panels per building, necessitating a custom designed tank. Reco USA required a
12- to 13-week lead time to manufacture
the custom tanks.Once the tanks were delivered to the site, the solar team had to
safely maneuver the massive tanks into
the building,and then hoist them upright,
with barely inches to spare. If any part or
piece of the tank was damaged in any way,
it would automatically void the warranty.
Trainor also was actively engaged in
the design process due to contradictions
between the specifications and the drawings. This is a common problem within
the solar industry, due in part to the fact
that it’s relatively new and growing. Our
company was able to offer a proactive so-

Photo: Trainor Glass Co.

continued

A solar thermal installation is helping Fort Bragg meet the Army’s Renewable
Energy Initative of LEED Silver certification.

lution by implementing very thorough
“scope of work”reviews prior to any contractual agreement.
A final challenge for the Fort Bragg installation was project management and
the need to work collaboratively
with the many trades involved,
including mechanical crews,
plumbing contractors,fire/sprinkler contractors, grading/landscaping contractors, the general
contractor and the brick and
stone masons.
Fort Bragg has set itself apart

by incorporating green technology
into everyday military life. Future
plans include finding more opportunities to implement the use of alternative energy. ■
M a r y P e n c e is the
national marketing and creative
director for Trainor Glass Co.
Ms. Pence’s opinions are solely
her own and not necessarily
those of this magazine.

Three coatings. ONE machine.
Ceramic. Silicone. AND Transparent.
Reverse ceramic or silicone coating
and direct etch coating.
Only with the Union Tri-Coater.
For spandrel glass or transparent glass production,
Union Tool’s new glass Tri-Coater delivers
controllable, high quality coat thickness every time.
Long a leader in roller coater technology, the
Tri-Coater features a unique design that allows
reverse coating of either ceramic frit or silicone
based coatings. And with the same machines
you can direct coat transparent or etch coatings.
Union roller coaters provide superior results compared
to spray, curtain coater or silk screen application
methods. You’ll get smoother, better quality coats with
less striations and ease of changeover from color to color
– or product to product.

The new glass Tri-Coater. Only from The Union Tool
Corporation. Visit our website to find out more.

The Union Tool Corporation
574-267-3211
E-mail: sales@uniontoolcorp.com
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Financing
Options
Available

www.uniontoolcorp.com
www.usglassmag.com
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Erdman® Commercial Glass Lines provide safe and easy handling and precise manufacturing.
We can help you achieve increased production and a higher level of consistent quality
product. Product rejection is significantly reduced. Contact us today for an Erdman®
Commercial Equipment Catalog!
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RBC Centre
Origami
by Artist
Robert Lang
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this envelope
changes everything
Oldcastle Glass® is now Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
.

More than a name change, this is a sea change in how the building
envelope is realized. Like an envelope created from a single piece
of paper, we approach the building envelope the same way. Not as
pieces and parts—instead—we design, engineer, test and manufacture
curtain wall, windows, storefronts, skylights and glass as one seamlessly
integrated unit. Why do we do it? Everyone in the design and
construction chain is asking for it—from visionary architects to
owners, engineers, consultants and construction managers. To see the
future of the building envelope, call 866-OLDCASTLE (653-2278)
or visit us online at oldcastlebe.com.

See Us at Glass Expo Midwest™ 2011 in Indy Next Month

Finally there is one
integrated system
where all the elements
necessary to enclose
the building are
engineered to work
together seamlessly.
RBC Centre by
architect Kohn Pedersen
Fox Associates.
Building envelope
by Oldcastle
BuildingEnvelope™
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www.USGNN.com

Powered by USGlass

NEWS NETWORK

visit www.usgnn.com for news every day

Glass Industry Responds to
Proposed Better Buildings Initiative

P

resident Obama has unveiled a
five-point“Better Buildings Initiative” intended to make commercial buildings 20-percent more
energy-efficient by 2020 by catalyzing
private sector investment through a series of incentives to upgrade offices,
stores, schools and other municipal
buildings, universities, hospitals and
other commercial buildings.
This new commercial component
initiative builds on investments
through the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (ARRA) and the proposed HOME STAR legislation that encourages energy upgrades in homes.
During a speech at Penn State University on February 3, the President
proposed to make American businesses
more energy-efficient through a series
of five new initiatives:
1. New tax incentives for building efficiency: The President is calling on
Congress to change the current tax

deduction for commercial building
upgrades to a credit and increase the
program by $1 billion;
2. More financing opportunities for
commercial retrofits: To address
gaps in access to financing, the Small
Business Administration is working
to encourage existing lenders to take
advantage of recently increased loan
size limits to promote new energyefficiency retrofit loans for small
businesses. The President’s budget
also proposes a new pilot program
through the Department of Energy to
guarantee loans for energy-efficiency
upgrades at commercial buildings.
3. “Race to Green” for state and municipal governments that streamline regulations and attract private
investment for retrofit projects: The
President’s budget proposes a $100
million “Race to Green” competition
for State and municipal governments
to implement innovative approaches

to building codes, standards and performance measurements.
4. The Better Buildings Challenge:
The President is challenging CEOs
and university presidents to make
their organizations leaders in saving
energy, which will save them money
and improve productivity. Partners
will commit to a series of actions to
make their facilities more efficient.
They will in turn become eligible for
benefits including public recognition
and technical assistance.
5. Training the next generation of
commercial building technology
workers: Using existing authorities,
the administration is working to implement a number of reforms, including improving transparency
around energy efficiency performance, launching a Building Construction
Technology
Extension
Partnership modeled on the Manufacturing Extension Partnership at
Commerce and providing more
workforce training.

With Windows in Mind

Scan the code to
view the February
Newscast. Get the
free mobile tag
reader at
http://gettag.mobi

During an address February 3 at Penn State University, President Obama
unveiled his Better Buildings Initiative to make commercial buildings 20percent more energy-efficient by 2020.
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During his speech at Penn State, the
President offered “one extreme example” of a building making energy-efficient envelope upgrades: the Empire
State Building. Many glass industry
professionals have followed the muchpublicized window replacement that is
expected to reduce energy use by 38
percent and save $4.4 million per year
in energy costs (see November 2010
USGlass, page 22).
Obama also pointed out during his
speech that, over the last two years, similar incentives have been offered for
cities and residential manufacturcontinued on page 18
www.usglassmag.com
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of electrified latch with patented two-way
winged technology.
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NewsNow
continued

President Obama visited Thompson Creek Windows and recognized the
residential window tax credit led to a 55-percent boost in sales for the
company. The commercial glass industry now hopes that the Better Building
Initiative will boost sales of its high-performing glass products.

New Smart Features
Debut in USGlass

As of this
issue, you’ll see
something new
popping out in
USGlass magazine—2D bar
Scan the code to visit
codes. These www.usglassmag.com.
t w o - d i m e n - Get the free mobile tag
reader at
sional codes
http://gettag.mobi
offer readers
and viewers immediate access to
additional information about a product or service.
In order to utilize the MS tags,
visit http://gettag.mobi on your
smartphone to download the appropriate tag reader (free of charge).
(You can also search for “Tag
Reader” in the app store and download it there). Then, simply open the
app, point at any MS tag (try the one
on this page to start) and you’ll immediately be taken to the enhanced
online content. ■
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ers. One example he alluded to was
Landover, Md.-based Thompson Creek
Windows, an energy-saving window
manufacturer “that was able to boost
business by 55 percent” through such
programs.
Glass industry professionals were understandably optimistic following the
President’s remarks at Penn State.
“This is very encouraging news,” said
Chris Dolan,director of commercial glass
marketing for Guardian Industries.“Recent advances in commercial fenestration
products and technology can make a significant improvement in the performance of the building envelope. With the
slowdown in construction of new buildings, energy savings can be achieved by
retrofitting existing buildings …”
“This is a very encouraging step,”
added Dr. Thomas Culp of Birch Point
Consulting LLC, energy consultant to
the Aluminum Extruders Council and
the Glass Association of North America.
“A lot of focus and work is aimed at the
energy-efficiency of new construction
and, while that is important, it ignores
the 72 billion square feet of existing
commercial building space where huge
amounts of energy are wasted.”

During his speech President Obama
touched on initiatives already promoting research in this direction, such as
Penn State University’s Energy Innovation Hub, a five-year initiative designed
to improve the energy-efficiency of
buildings in the United States. He commented on Pittsburgh-based PPG Industries involvement in the Hub, noting
that through high-performance glass
products “PPG Industries is providing
walls that reflect sunlight and windows
that reflect infrared.”
“We are pleased to see President
Obama and his administration re-emphasize their commitment to energyefficient buildings, and PPG is proud to
be one of five industry partners in the
Greater Philadelphia Innovation Hub,”
said Mark Seeton, director of sales and
marketing for PPG Industries. Seeton
added, “We contend that the construction industry and the country as a
whole would benefit from even bolder
incentives.”
The initiative also builds on last
year’s Building STAR bill (see April 2010
USGlass, page 18) that never got off the
ground.
Seeton added,“We believe the Building STAR Energy Efficiency Act of 2010
didn’t provide financial incentives large
enough to entice building owners into
retrofitting or improving the energy efficiency of their buildings. For windows, the rebate was $150 to $300 per
unit, while the curtainwall rebates were
$3 per square foot. A more generous
credit or rebate would have induced
more building owners to move forward
with energy-efficiency improvements.”
“The initiative is not only favorable
for our industry but for overall sustainability and the reduction of carbon
emissions on a broad level,” agreed Don
McCann, architectural design manager
for Viracon. “A recent government report states adding low-E to every window in the U.S. would reduce oil
consumption by 500,000 barrels of oil
a day. This equals 1⁄3 of the oil we import
from the Persian Gulf daily.”
www.usglassmag.com
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CompanyNews
Glass Industry Reacts to
Quanex Purchase of Edgetech I.G.

W

hen Quanex Building Products Corp. announced in late
January that it signed a definitive agreement with Lauren International to acquire Edgetech I.G. Inc. for
$107 million in an all-cash transaction
(see January/February 2011 USGlass,page
6), everyone in the industry started asking questions, the answers to which are
still forthcoming. For example, how will
competitors Edgetech and Truseal be integrated together? Several industry members who wished not to be identified publicly told USGlass magazine that until
they know how, or if, the two companies
and technologies will be melded together,
there isn’t much to say.
Others did already have opinions to
voice, and that includes Bob Pecorella,
president of Northern Building Products in Teterboro, N.J., a long-time Edgetech customer.
“It is savvy of Quanex to put Edgetech/Truseal under one roof,”

Pecorella says. “Northern has been a
user and supporter of warm-edge flexible spacer technology for more than two
decades. Having them together under
the same ownership is an unbeatable
combination of the foremost technology
for insulating spacer for our industry.
They are very smart about doing this.
It’s a win-win,except for those not making a warm-edge flexible spacer.”
Another question is how the uniting
of two major spacer suppliers will affect
the competition.
GED is a competitor to both companies on the spacer side, and Dan Reinhart, director of sales, says his reaction
was mixed when he heard the news.
“I was surprised, although [I
thought] nothing surprises me anymore in this industry,” he says.
Reinhardt agrees that there are many
questions that need to be answered.
“I think there was surprise and shock
in the industry,” he says.“Customers are

GANA Accepting Scholarship
Applications for 2011

he Glass Association of North America (GANA) Educational Foundation is
accepting applications for its 2011 scholarships. In addition to the minimum
five $1,000 scholarships it will award to undergrads, the Foundation also is
offering a graduate scholarship of $2,500. Since the beginning of the effort, the
Foundation has awarded several scholarships to students studying in the fields of
architecture, construction management or engineering. The graduate scholarship
also includes business students. This marks the fourth year of the program.
Funding for the program includes proceeds from GANA’s BEC Conference
(see page 38 for more on the conference).
Additional information about the program and a downloadable application
form are available on the GANA Educational Foundation website.
The deadline for scholarship applications is April 1, 2011.
❙❙➤ www.ganafoundation.org

T
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worried, ‘what if they eliminate my
product line? How will it affect my pricing?’ They [executives of both companies] said the right things—that they
are looking for growth. I still think there
are a lot of questions though.”
Gerhard Reichert was involved in Edgetech at its inception and is credited for
helping invent Edgetech’s Super Spacer®
product. He now serves as president of
industry competitor Glasslam.
“I was inside Edgetech for many
years so I know ideas of selling have
been floated around in the past. But as
to when it would happen was news to
everyone,” Reichert says.
So was he surprised Edgetech was
sold to Quanex?
“Yes and no,” Reichert says. “It’s a
mixed bag. There are always changes in
this industry. Mergers and acquisitions
bring about different dynamics and this
merger of two competitors will as well.”

❙❙➤ www.quanex.com

Guardian and Infinite
Edge Sign Joint
Development Agreement

Guardian Industries and Infinite
Edge Technologies LLC (IET) have
signed a joint development agreement
to commercialize IET’s InfiSpace™
warm-edge spacer system. The companies will collaborate to introduce IET’s
newly developed spacer system into
the global marketplace.
According to the announcement,
Guardian group vice president Scott
Thomsen confirmed Guardian’s purchase
of the first automated application system
designed to utilize IET’s InfiSpace spacer
system at the 2010 glasstec show in Düsseldorf, Germany. The equipment is expected to be operational at one of
Guardian’s fabrication facilities this year.
www.usglassmag.com
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Choose the Strong Silent Type
With the QEL Exit Device, you won’t be the center
of attention every time you step out of the room.
The QEL Exit Device from Von Duprin is whisper-quiet
both electrically and mechanically, and features all
the high-performance that has made these products
world famous.

“With Guardian’s global presence and
keen focus on new technology, it is an
excellent partner in helping IET introduce the InfiSpace, warm-edge spacer
system to the global marketplace,” says
Eric Rapp, IET’s chairman and chief executive officer.
Thomsen adds,“From our initial review of IET’s technology, we identified
their system as having tremendous potential in the marketplace and are excited to be working closely with IET to
introduce the system.”

This is the silent solution for environments where the
slightest noise makes a big difference. A wide range
of finish and trim options allow the QEL to blend
with any existing architecture.

So remember, you don’t have to go out with
a bang . . .
Contact Access Hardware Supply at (800) 348-2263,
or visit www.accesshardware.com

❙❙➤ www.guardian.com

Sika Forms Facades,
Fenestration & IG Business

Sika Corp.’s Industry Products Division has established a facades, fenestration and insulating glass business unit,
serving the needs of customers in the
North American marketplace. This action follows the announced acquisition
of May National in October 2010 (see
November 2010 USGlass, page 12). The
new business unit has a dedicated sales
force specific to the market segments
and will operate from Lakewood, N.J.
The new unit is headed by Scott
Henry, senior vice president of Sika Industry Products.
The company also has announced
the opening of a new 200,000-squarefoot warehousing facility at its Marion, Ohio, location. The facility
features a consolidated shipping point
and expedited material flow. The new
facility serves as one of several centralized distribution centers for nine
business units including flat glass
products.
The former warehousing space occupied in the plant will be converted to
additional manufacturing capacity.

❙❙➤ www.sikausa.com
www.usglassmag.com

PGT Closes North Carolina
Door and Window Plant

Impact-resistant architectural product manufacturer PGT Industries is
transferring its Salisbury, N.C., operations to Venice, Fla., and closing the
North Carolina plant.
There will be approximately 300 new
positions created in Venice when the
transition is complete, expected to be by
the end of the second quarter of this year.
“Transitioning to a centralized location optimizes our manufacturing ca-

pacity and logistics,” says Rod Hershberger, president and chief executive
officer. “We believe this move will position PGT to be a stronger company
with focus on growing our share
within our core wind-borne debris
market areas, and the support we are
receiving from our local EDC and
Sarasota County proved critically important in our decision-making
process as we look to create hundreds
of new jobs locally.”
❙❙➤ www.pgtindustries.com ■
March 2011 | USGlass, Metal & Glazing
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Energy Environment
DOE Adds Commercial Windows to
Window Volume Purchase Program

T

he Department of Energy (DOE)
announced on January 24 that
Phase II of the Windows Volume
Purchase Program—commonly referred
to in the industry as the R-5 program
since it was designed to increase the number of R-5 windows in the marketplace—
will include commercial windows.
The R-5 program was launched in
May 2010 by DOE with the goal of helping window buyers and manufacturers
through the development of a market
for energy-efficient products at affordable prices. Consumers can visit

Window Volume Purchase Program U-Factor Criteria
Product Type

Residential Products (residential and light commercial)
Commercial Products (heavy commercial)
Commercial Products (architectural windows)

www.windowsvolumepurchase.org to
purchase energy-efficient windows
from qualified vendors. According to
Terry Mapes, energy analyst for Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL),
the goal is to have the program available

USGBC Lawsuit Plaintiffs
Add Further Allegations

enry Gifford, an energy savings consultant with Fuel Saving Inc., is the
lead plaintiff in a lawsuit that takes aim at the U.S. Green Building
Council’s (USGBC’s) Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED) certification system (see November 2010 USGlass, page 14). In court
documents filed in February in a U.S. District Court in New York, Gifford and his
co-plaintiffs allege that USGBC’s advertisements that buildings certified under
its LEED program “are, on average, performing 25-30% better than non-LEED
certified buildings in terms of energy use” are false. The complaint further alleges the claim that LEED provides third-party verification that a building was
designed and built with energy savings is a falsehood. Gifford’s complaint contends that there is no “objective empirical support” for these claims.
The suit alleges that USGBC’s advertising misleads consumers and damages the plaintiffs by diverting customers to professionals accredited by
USGBC and related parties.
Gifford further claims that USGBC has a large financial incentive to encourage LEED certification of buildings. “Although USGBC may technically have
501c(3) status [Ed: IRS tax code designation for a not-for-profit group], it is a big
business and, in 2008, reported revenues of $64 million, ” says the complaint.
So what do the plaintiffs want? They request, among other things, that the court
issue a permanent injunction ordering USGBC to stop advertising that LEED buildings use less energy than non-LEED certified buildings or that LEED certification
is verification that the building was built according to plans. They also ask for all
the profit USBGC has derived from the “unlawful acts,” and additional damages.
USGBC will soon file a response.

H
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U-factor Requirement
for Fixed/Operable
0.20/0.22
0.24/0.27
0.27/0.32

to all building owners.
“Phase I of the program was necessary to set up the foundation of operations and we chose to do so by
establishing the program in the residential sector first,” Mapes says.“We now feel
secure enough in those operations to expand to the commercial sector.”
Mapes says the program has received
a moderate level of response on Phase
II so far. There will be several different
requirements for including commercial
products compared to residential.
“Due to the more stringent requirements placed on commercial windows
we allowed easier U-factor requirements for entry into our program,”
Mapes says (see chart above).
As far as when this program is expected to be ready, a solicitation was released with a priority deadline of
March 18 for inclusion in the first group
to be processed (all later responses will
be added to a second group).
“[We] would like to have the products
available on the website in early May,”
Mapes says. “The ultimate goal of the
program is to make buildings nationwide
more energy-efficient and this must be
accomplished for both the residential and
commercial sectors. The window industry understands that high performance
products are the market of the future and
we are hoping to accelerate the movement in this direction.”

❙❙➤ www1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/windowsvolumepurchase ■
www.usglassmag.com
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Getting the job done
just got a whole lot easier.
Products for the glass, mirror and stone professional. Glazers Choice supplies heavy

duty glass handling, stone handling, glass storage and stone storage systems.
Our superior mirror mounting tapes and
Glass and More cleaner are field proven.
Customer service with prompt answers,
order processing, and timely shipping is
our highest priority.
Glazers Choice® Mirror Mounting Tape and
Groves Glass and Stone Storage Systems
are just two of the many products available
through Glazers Choice.

Call now to
place your order!

888.655.3430

Orders can be phoned to 888.655.3430
or faxed to 877.893.3337. Product
descriptions, literature and pricing are
on line at glazerschoice.com. Get the
job done easier with Glazers Choice.

888.655.3430 • glazerschoice.com
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Short-Term Thinking

Struggling Banks
Add to the
Struggles of
Glass Companies
by Megan Headley

In August 2009, Bob Lawrence, president of Craftsman Fabricated Glass,
wrote a letter to customers that explained the challenging process the
company was undergoing to replace its
lender. Lawrence explained that the
company was grappling with significant challenges in upgrading to new
equipment and software and began to
experience losses as it worked to set the
problems to right.“The losses began to
challenge our banking relationship,” he
wrote.
Much like Barber, Lawrence wrote
that Craftsman“had never failed to pay
our bank obligations,” although the failure to meet certain covenants triggered
the bank to forebear those covenants.
Craftsman took action to cut costs
and worked hard to return to profitability, paying down vendors along
the way. As, Lawrence wrote, “we were
about to achieve 12 months of profitability,” an offer to buy the company
that would have paid the bank its secured loan was received and rejected.
“Our lender had heard that I had received the purchase offer,” Lawrence
wrote.“It did not care that it was insufwww.usglassmag.com

Photo: Danbury Sales.

Don’t
Bank
on It

e had the largest backlog and the largest receivable in the history
of the company at the
time of the receivership so it’s all hard
for us to understand,” John Barber told
USGlass in a one-on-one interview in
December 2010, three weeks after his
company, Barber Glass, was placed into
receivership by Ontario’s Superior
Court of Justice.
“I thought we had a deal at the bank
only to find out at last hour that it didn’t happen,” Barber said. By the time
the 127-year-old glass fabrication company’s assets were auctioned off in
March, industry professionals were referring to “the Barber example” as a
cautionary tale of what can go wrong
with a loan during today’s economic
climate.
It’s far from being the only example.
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ficient to other creditors.When a lender
decides that they want a client to leave,
they employ tools that will make its‘unwelcome’ clients’ lives miserable.”
As the downturn began to drop in
full force, Lawrence accepted an offer to
sell a majority stake in Craftsman Fabricated Glass to Cristacurva, a glass fabricator headquartered in Guadalajara,
Mexico.

Never Missed a Payment

Over the course of the past couple of
difficult years, numerous fabrication
and glazing companies have fallen by
the wayside. Though the reasons behind these closures and sales have been
varied, the common thread has
emerged. Glass companies are among
those industries paying for banks mistakes. Companies that have had some
leniency in their loans when, for example, they faced a delay due to bad
weather or a jobsite glitch, suddenly
find themselves in hot water when
those same problems arise in this new
environment of tightened lending criteria. Banks that, in the past, had not
enforced certain covenants, now hold
glass companies tightly.
A January 31 report from the Federal
Reserve Board, “Senior Loan Officer
Opinion Survey on Bank Lending Practices,” noted that roughly 20 percent of
banks, on net, indicated that they had
reduced the sizes of lines of credit for
commercial construction, about the
same as in previous surveys (see chart
this page).
“Even though companies have never
missed a loan, never missed a payment,
never missed compliance, bank examiners are now telling them that these
companies are not good credit because
the past couple years’ earnings have not
been very good as opposed to when
looking at them historically. Therefore,
the bank examiners say, rather than
work it out with them, put pressure on
them,” says Bill Stone, president of
Louisville Plate Glass in Louisville, Ky.
“If the bank cancels a company’s line
of credit, there has to be some reason
www.usglassmag.com
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Banks Answer Questions on
Commercial Construction Lines of Credit

The Federal Reserve Board posed this question in its “January 2011 Senior
Loan Officer Opinion Survey on Bank Lending Practices”: Over the past three
months, how has your bank changed the size of credit lines for existing customers with commercial construction lines of credit? Please consider changes
made to line sizes during the life of existing credit agreements as well as
changes made to line sizes upon renewal or renegotiation of existing agreements. The responses are featured below.
All Respondents

Increased considerably

Large Banks

Other Banks

Banks

Percent

Banks

Percent

Banks

Percent

1

1.9

1

3.4

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Increased somewhat
Remained basically
unchanged
Decreased somewhat

39

75.0

21

72.4

18

78.3

Total

5

52

9.6

2

6.9

3

13.0

Decreased considerably

7

13.5

100.0

behind it,” says one Midwestern glazing
contractor who declined to be identified for fear of retribution. “Either the
company is in trouble and the bank
doesn’t want to renew, or,” he points out,
“the bank is in trouble and can’t renew,
most likely because they have not followed sound lending practices at the
time the original loan was put in place.”
The insult added to this injury is that
industry insiders know that these actions can be damaging to the bank, although not nearly as damaging as it is
to the glass shop whose assets are
strewn upon the auction block.
As Lawrence pointed out, the bank
penalized Craftsman for rejecting a buy
offer, even as the company was on track
to profitability. The offer had been rejected, Lawrence explained, because“it
would have been unacceptable to our
key suppliers which had no security.”
Stone adds that the complicated nature of the manufacturing business is
beyond the efficacy of banks that want
to quickly recoup losses and move on to
the next item—when a little understanding of these businesses would
help everyone involved.

5

29

17.2

100.0

2

23

8.7

100.0

“There is a tremendous difference
between foreclosing on a glass company such as Barber, for example, than
on an office building or a shopping center. If they foreclose an office building
or shopping center they can hire a realtor who will do the same thing for them
that the previous owner was doing for
himself. If they foreclose on a [glass
fabricator], they have no idea what the
equipment’s worth, they have no idea
what to do with the equipment, they
have no sophistication in the industry,”
he says.“It’s a complicated business and
they wind up taking 20, 30 cents on the
dollar, if they are lucky, whereas if they
are patient and let the Barbers of the
world work their problems out they
eventually come out of the problem.”
As stories of these situations circulate locally, other companies may preemptively change lenders.
“When they yank credit lines, they
leave a reputation gap for years,” says
Carl Miller, president of Tab Glass &
Window Corp., a glazing contractor in
St. Petersburg, Fla. But, Miller adds,“On
continued on page 26
March 2011 | USGlass, Metal & Glazing
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Don’t Bank on It continued from page 25
a case-by-case basis, I would love to
know the underlying reasons.”
Miller also points out that there is
an underlying reason when a loan
requirement is challenged. “Many
‘glass shop owners’ take out the capital they should leave as retained
earnings to bolster their balance
sheet for the lean years,” he says.
For his part, the Midwest glazing
contractor notes that the big banks
have little choice in the matter other
than to suffer the losses.“Because the
FDIC regulators are climbing all over
most banks these days,the banks have
no choice other than to enforce their
agreements to the letter of the law.”

Across the Board

As an industry
leader for over 30 years, we
understand your need to get
glass delivered looking great
and at the best value.

The accusation has been thrown
by glass professionals that banks are
taking a particularly critical look at
this industry. That accusation may
stand simply because banks aren’t
taking a critical look at the workings
of these glass businesses. But at a
time when the players in commercial
construction are still at the bottom

of the recession looking up, one can
hardly find a segment in the construction industry where big
bankers are eager to offer funds.
“I think there’s a general reluctance by banks to pursue anyone in
the construction or real estate industries at the present time. And
quite truthfully, you can hardly
blame them,” says the anonymous
glazing contractor. “The real estate
and construction industries are a
war zone right now and it would
only make sense that these areas
would not be prime targets for
most, if not all, lenders. Bankers are
business people and businesses
exist to make money. Most people
in the construction and real estate
field are losing money and, therefore, bankers are going to have little
if any interest in them at the present time.”
Stone considers this reluctance to
pursue these markets as much a cause
of the problems as it is an effect.
“The banks have been extremely
cautious about investing in projects

Unruh provides the ultimate
in quality, safety and
durability to thousands of
glass professionals.
We offer immediate delivery
on pickup and van racks
and full customization on
bodies, trailers and almost
anything you can imagine.

888.876.2297
UnruhRacks.com
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Glazing contractors and glass shops alike are finding that some banks
are enforcing certain covenants more strictly, creating a new threat for
their businesses.
www.usglassmag.com
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Banks Address Standards for
Commercial and Industrial Loans

The Federal Reserve Board posed this question in its “January 2011
Senior Loan Officer Opinion Survey on Bank Lending Practices”: Over
the past three months, how have your bank’s credit standards for approving applications for commercial and institutional loans or credit
lines—other than those to be used to finance mergers and acquisitions—
to large and middle-market firms and to small firms changed? The responses are featured below.
Standards for large and
middle-market firms
(annual sales of $50
million or more)
Tightened considerably

Banks

Percent

1

1.8

0

0.0

Standards for small
firms (annual sales less
than $50 million)
Banks

Percent

2

3.7

0

0.0

Tightened somewhat
Remained basically
unchanged
Eased somewhat

49

86.0

49

90.7

Total

0

57

0.0

0

0.0

Eased considerably

7

and, as a result, there hasn’t been the
amount of broadness of the construction industry and growth because banks refuse to loan the
dollars,” he says.
“The commercial construction industry, I think, is harder hit than the
rest of the economy,” Stone continues. “We are worse off than most
people in business.”

Back to Basics

At this point in time, glass shops
fearing for their loans have to weigh
their options and their risks. Companies are finding that the fundamental principles of lending are
unchanged, it’s just that the leniency
of earlier times has gone.
“I think the old three ‘Cs’ regarding borrowing are as applicable
today as they were 40 years ago
when I first heard about them.
Specifically, to get a loan you need
character, capacity and capital,” says
the anonymous glazing contractor.
www.usglassmag.com

12.3
100.0

3

54

5.6

100.0

“At the present time, all three of
these components are critical. Even
two without the third won’t cut it
today.”
Miller adds on the point of “character” that it doesn’t hurt to get to
know your lender better, even in
today’s environment.
“Relationships are more important
today than ever, so you don’t end up
explaining a problem as a story. I try
to join the same service club,golf with
them,meet for lunch,etc.,so we are at
least acquainted. I have been burned
in the past,” Miller explains, “when
they could always find another to loan
to, and I immediately took all my
business elsewhere.Operating legally
today requires a level of disclosure
that lets everyone know your business
anyway, so being open in person creates access and confidence.”
Relationships may be even more
important as community banks
continued on page 28
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Don’t Bank on It

continued from page 27

the
e

have “stepped into the breach to
some extent where bigger banks
have pulled back,” as Ben
Bernanke, chairman of the Federal Reserve, said during a January forum on “Overcoming
Obstacles to Small Business
Lending.” He added, “There are
substitutes for lazy lending, which
is just the hard work of understanding the business.” He noted
that small local banks are taking
on that hard work.
“I believe smaller regional or
larger community banks are the
best source for new loans,” Miller
agrees.
Stone adds his own commonsense advice: “Watch your costs,
watch your overhead.”
While that point, Stone says, is
insultingly obvious, he says that
many companies have to really
look at what that really means for
their business.“Have the courage
that, if you only have three days
worth of work a week, you open
three days a week. In other words,
cut your overhead,” he says.

VACUUM CUP

Getting Better?

that revolutionized
n
the

Glass Industry
IIn
n 1964 Howard Wood designed the •rst Wood’s
Powr-Grip ® Vacuum Cup allowing glaziers to hold
P
llites securely without lifting them by the edges.
For over 4 decades, Wood’s Powr-Grip has been
F
manufacturing vacuum lifting equipment that
m
l ncreases safety and lowers cost for glass handling.
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e
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s
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“Capital is rising and the leveraging is beginning to slow down.
Lending is starting to improve,”
Bernanke commented during that
January lending forum.He added,
“I think 2011 will be a better year
for small business lending.”
For consumers as a whole, one
can hope that lending will begin
to improve, but for now things
seem less rosy within the commercial construction arena.
“This is one of those times
when the old adage seems to be
true, that you can only borrow
money if you don’t need it,” says
Michael Collins, vice president of
the building products group at
Jordan, Knauff & Co., an investment banking firm in Chicago
that specializes in the door and
continued on page 62
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Top Glazing Contractors in 2011
Share Their Hopes, Concerns
Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

30

Company
Trainor Glass Co.
www.trainorglass.com
Alsip, Ill.

Harmon Inc. (owned by
Apogee Enterprises)
www.harmoninc.com
Bloomington, Minn.

2010 Sales

ASI Limited
www.asilimited.com
Whitestown, Ind.

Massey’s Plate Glass &
Aluminum Inc.
www.masseysglass.com
Branford, Conn.
TSI Exterior Wall
Systems Inc.
www.tsiwalls.com
Landover, Md.

SPS Corp.
www.spscorporation.com
Apex, N.C.
CBO Glass
www.cboglass.com
Alden, N.Y.
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hese are among the toughest times in the contract glazing industry, yet industry leaders remain. Here is a snapshot of the industry’s top
glazing contractors, as excerpted from the Annual Big
Book of Lists that will appear in the May issue of
USGlass Magazine.
All information listed below was submitted by the
glazing contractors listed; annual sales listed include
volume for commercial work only and backlog change
refers to the increases or decreases in reserved projects
since last year.

President/CEO

continued on page 32
Locations Employees

Years in
Business

Backlog
Change

Robert Trainor (CEO),
Thomas Trainor
(president)

23

667

58

0%

$150 million

Brad Austin

11

539

61

-10%

Gregg Sage

12

300

36

N/A%

Randy Wolf

5

425

34

+7.2%

$105 million

Michael, Jeffrey,
Howard and Scott
Haber (co-managing
members)

1

195

35

-5%

$65.2 million

Ken W. Smith

1

254

22

—

$49 million

Robert J. Massey Jr.
(CEO), Laura J. Massey
(president)

3

More than
100

38

-20%

$45 million

Victor Cornellier

1

about
125

33

-25%

$38.0 million

Michael J. Russo

3

164

29

+39%

3

240

46

+5%

$33 million

USGlass, Metal & Glazing | March 2011
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$173 million

Enclos Corp.
www.enclos.com
$148 million
Eagan, Minn
Walters & Wolf
www.waltersandwolf.com $127 million
Fremont, Calif.
W&W Glass LCC
www.wwglass.com
Nanuet, N.Y.

Zoom Fit

Paul F. Hogan Jr.
(CEO), Gilbert A.
DiMaio (president)

Photo: TSI Exterior Wall Systems.
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Get Listed!

PNC Place in Washington, D.C., which features products and installation by
TSI/Exterior Wall Systems Inc. and TSI/Architectural Metals Inc., is the largest
LEED Platinum certified office building in the city and an example of continued
demand for high-performance glass office buildings.
Rank

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Company
seele Inc.
www.seele.com
New York

Ridgeview Glass Inc.
www.ridgeviewglass.com
Upper Marlboro, Md.
MTH Industries
www.mthindustries.com
Hillside, Ill.
Alexander Metals Inc.
www.alexandermetalsinc.com
Nashville

Cherry Hill Glass Co. Inc.
www.cherryhillglass.com
Branford, Conn.
Metropolitan Glass Inc.
www.metroglass.com
Denver, Colo.

Window Consultants Inc.
www.windowconsultants.com
Owings Mills, Md.
Hilboldt Curtainwall Inc.
www.hilboldt.com
St. Louis

Crawford Tracey Corp.
www.crawfordtracey.com
Deerfield Beach, Fla.
Sound Glass Sales Inc.
www.soundglass.com
Lakewood, Wash.

www.usglassmag.com

2010 Sales

President/CEO

The May issue of USGlass will include more information from the
top glazing contractors. To make
sure you’re included, contact
Megan Headley at 540/7205584, ext. 114 or e-mail
mheadley@glass.com, Subject:
Book of Lists.

Locations Employees

Years in
Business

Backlog
Change

$25.6 million

Attila Arian

1

35

9 (in U.S.,
33 in
Germany)

$20 million

Andrew E. Canter, Jr.

1

100

29

-20%

$17.7 million

Lyle R. Hill

1

102

124

+12%

$16.6 million

Alec Estes

1

70

19

+10%

$15 million

Kevin O’Neill

1

50

1

—

$14.5 million

Michael Smith

1

50

47

-32%

$12.2 million

Steve Downing

1

11

20

+9%

$11.5 million

Jane Hilboldt (CEO),
Dennis Hilboldt
(president)

1

44

6

-40%

$8 million

Raymond Crawford

2

65

55

-50%

$7.9 million

Warren Willoughby

2

72

28

0%
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Cream of the Crop continued from page 31

What Are the Top Glazing Contractors Optimistic About for 2011?
Trainor Glass Co.
Enclos Corp.

Walters & Wolf
W&W Glass
ASI Limited

TSI Exterior Wall Systems Inc.

With a very strong customer base, we started 2011 with a healthy backlog from 2010 and
we have a solid team in place to effectively manage that backlog and seek new sales. Our
expansion into markets such as solar and stone façades are showing good results.
Increase in projects on the market in 2011
Increased activity in private sector work
Financial lending will finally loosen up

That companies/competitors gain backlog and we see industry margins start to climb back
to pre-2008 numbers
Return of private market, e.g. office buildings, hotels, etc.

seele Inc.

We are optimistic as we have an adequate backlog of jobs to carry us through the first six
months of 2011. We are hopeful that in the second half of the year the economy will
strengthen in our area. We are optimistic about the return of private sector jobs vs. public.
Buyers of glass and glazing are recognizing the importance of envelope performance and
are concentrating on glass contractors for their experience and quality work.
Government funds for public projects

Cherry Hill Glass Co. Inc.

There is more work to price

SPS Corp.

CBO Glass
MTH Industries

Metropolitan Glass Inc.

Window Consultants Inc.
Hilboldt Curtainwall Inc.
Sound Glass Sales Inc.

32

Overall economic growth
Increased opportunities

We are optimistic about increased government and private spending.

Our backlog for 2011 is greater than 2010, and we anticipate a continued increase in overall sales.
The number of projects out to bid (significantly improved from ’10), as well as increasing
consumer confidence.

USGlass, Metal & Glazing | March 2011
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What Are the Top Glazing Contractors Worried About for 2011?
Trainor Glass Co.

The overall state of the economy and whether the recovery will continue. The concern is
more on a regional basis, as different parts of the country recover at different rates.

Walters & Wolf

Higher material costs combined with desperate competitors

Enclos Corp.
W&W Glass
ASI Limited

TSI Exterior Wall Systems Inc.
SPS Corp.

CBO Glass
seele Inc.

Ridgeview Glass Inc.

Cherry Hill Glass Co. Inc.
Metropolitan Glass Inc.

Window Consultants Inc.
Hilboldt Curtainwall Inc.
Sound Glass Sales Inc.

www.usglassmag.com

Competition for projects will be more competitive in 2011.
Worldwide economic disruption may sidetrack U.S. growth

That there is not enough new funding sources for developers/companies to initiate new
construction to sustain needed growth in our commercial construction
Aligning resources properly to prepare for next wave of new construction

We are concerned about decreased profit levels in order to get jobs in this competitive market.
We are concerned with when the Raleigh, N.C., commercial market will return to prior levels.
Continuation of pricing of work at or below cost by some contractors.
Lack of financing

Margins and quantity of work
Material inflation

Increased competition

Our concern is the increasing number of unproven and irresponsible contractors entering
the glazing business. With below-cost bids and inexperienced installation crews, clients may
be left with a negative perception of glazing contractors as a whole.
We are guarded about vendor delivery times, if volume increases faster than their ability to
restore capacity.
That the activity we are seeing will be short-lived for a multitude of reasons, such as inflation and/or uncertainty with the housing market, as this affects consumer confidence. ■

See Us at Glass Expo Midwest™ 2011 in Indy Next Month
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Glazing
Contractor Sees
Applications of Double-Skin
Façades on the Rise
by Jeffrey Vaglio and Mic Patterson
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Photo: Enclos.

Product Information

Internal view of a double-skin façade cavity at the University of Southern California’s Eli and Edythe Broad CIRM Center
for Regenerative Medicine and Stem Cell Research, designed by ZGF Architects LLP. Walters & Wolf served as the façade
contractor/installer with W&W Glass Inc. serving as the cable system engineer and supplier.

W

e’ve heard about them, some of us have seen
them, a lot fewer of us have actually worked
with them, but that may be about to change. In
spite of the adverse economic conditions, double-skin
façade (DSF) applications have actually increased; they’re
part of the green trend that continues to thrive in the down
economy. So what are they, what’s the point and can you expect to see one in your backyard anytime soon? Well, it depends a little on where you live, but with recent applications
in major metropolitan areas including New York City,
Boston, Chicago and Los Angeles, the chances are that there
may be one not too far from your doorstep.
DSFs are simply a strategy for improving building envelope

Figure 1: These double-skin façade ventilation mode
diagrams characterize the airflow path from entry to
exhaust orifices.

34
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performance through the introduction of a second glazed
layer, thereby creating an airflow cavity between the two.
The application of the technology in the United States
has been a long time coming. Although early examples
of DSFs exist here—the Occidental Chemical Center in
Niagara Falls, N.Y., in 1980 is but one example—the
major development and implementation of the technology took place in Northern Europe through the 1990s
and 2000s. Numerous completed examples of a great variety of DSFs were driven by legislative mandates for improved energy efficiency in buildings. The impetus for
the initial development of DSFs was not only thermal
comfort and energy efficiency, however; it was also about
acoustical performance, as these façades mitigate sound
transmission through the glazed building envelope.
Nonetheless, thermal performance and natural ventilation have been the more recent drivers of this advanced
façade technology.

Figure 2: These double-skin façade cavity configurations
show the various subdivision of the cavity geometry.
www.usglassmag.com
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continued on page 36
www.usglassmag.com

Enclos Corp. worked with architects Solomon Cordwell
Buenz as the façade design-builder on this double-skin
façade, featuring a cable net-supported outboard skin,
at the Richard J. Klarchek Information Commons at
Loyola University in Chicago.

Photo: Enclos.

Let us provide some background first to guide glazing contractors’ entry into DSFs. The cavity is useful for a few things.
First, it acts as a thermal and acoustical buffer between the inside and outside environments. Second, the cavity can be employed in various ways to provide airflow and even building
ventilation. Third, the cavity provides an optimal space for the
location of shading devices: outside the inboard skin so that
solar radiation is stopped before penetrating into the building,
yet shielded from the elements by the outboard skin.If the cavity is deep enough,it can also house mechanical equipment and
maintenance platforms. It turns out that cavity depth ranges
widely from about 4 inches to 6 feet among the various built
DSFs. It should be no surprise then, that the applications of
DSFs are most often categorized by variations in cavity design
and behavior. Specifically, ventilation type, ventilation mode
and cavity partitioning are the most commonly used criteria.
The ventilation type refers to the driver of airflow within the
cavity, which can include natural, mechanical and hybrid systems. The ventilation mode refers to the airflow pathway from
intake to exhaust.The five common ventilation modes are outdoor air curtain,indoor air curtain,air supply,air exhaust and
buffer zone.The diagrams in Figure 1 trace the pathways characteristic of each mode. Finally, DSFs are most usefully classified by the cavity partitioning strategy employed in any given
design. The four primary cavity configurations are box window, shaft-box, story-height (corridor) and multi-story (see
Figure 2). Each configuration possesses unique attributes of
design, performance and application. The multi-story types
tend to be the deep cavity systems, while the other configurations typically utilize much shallower cavities.
In a recent evaluation of 23 existing applications, the most
common DSF cavity partition configuration in the United States
is the multi-story (70 percent) and the most common ventilation mode is the outdoor air curtain (74 percent). The multistory DSF cavity has no horizontal or vertical divisions, and
may encompass an entire elevation of a building façade.Intake
air openings are placed at the bottom of the cavity,with exhaust
openings at the top.Ventilation of the cavity can be induced naturally through the stack effect (as the cavity air warms it rises
and is exhausted through the top vent,in turn drawing air into
the cavity through the bottom vent) or mechanically assisted
as required to prevent overheating of the cavity air. The more
advanced designs utilize this cavity behavior to provide ventilation to the building.
The evolution of DSFs in the United States exhibits other
emerging trends. An alternative to the multi-story system is
the increasingly popular box-window type,with a cavity depth
at the shallow end of the spectrum, typically in the range of 4
to 8 inches. This DSF type is easily configured as a modular,

Photo: Enclos.

It’s All About the Cavity

Permanent maintenance platforms were used to attach
the glass to tensioned vertical cables in this pointsupported exterior glazing installation at the University
of Southern California’s Broad Center.
March 2011 | USGlass, Metal & Glazing
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continued from page 35

prefabricated unitized curtainwall system appropriate for application on high-rise buildings. In addition to high-performance unitized curtainwall systems capable of cladding an
entire building,box-window configurations can be developed
as discrete window or window wall units, and have been used
as a façade component in office, residential and hospital projects where the floorplan is subdivided into many repeating
units (offices, condos or patient rooms).

Double-Skin Installation

Photo: Enclos.

Assembly and installation issues with DSFs range as
widely as the system variations. Unitized double-skin curtainwall systems can be complicated by the need for panel
operability to accommodate maintenance needs. Prefabrication may include the installation of shading devices

Photo: Enclos.

Glaziers on swing stages within the cavity access both
inboard and outboard skins of the Loyola Information
Commons double-skin façade.

A mast climber was used to install the outboard skin
working from the bottom up at the University of
Southern California’s Broad Center.

36
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and controllers as part of the unit assembly process. Once
the units are assembled, installation proceeds much the
same as with conventional units. An exception is that the
units are typically heavier, which may preclude lifting several simultaneously.
Multi-story DSFs present quite another scenario. Because
of the long spans typically involved, these applications
often will have exposed structural systems, sometimes requiring architecturally exposed structural steel (AESS)
standards. This type of work is often unfamiliar to glazing
contractors and steel fabricators alike, and is rightly regarded as a specialty item. In fact, many of the multi-story
DSFs referenced above make use of structural glass façade
technology, including the use of frameless glass systems,
as a support strategy for the exterior skin. The interior skin
is often a conventional curtainwall or storefront type system. The issue is with the exterior skin, its means of support and the required cavity work. The cavity often
incorporates maintenance platforms, shading devices and
potentially other mechanical components such as operable
vents. These may or may not be included in the façade contractor’s scope of work. The cavity depth is an issue of particular concern; the deeper the cavity the easier it is for
workmen to operate with all the required equipment. Cavity depths less than 30 inches begin to seriously constrain
ease of movement for the workmen.
A particularly elegant way to support the outboard skin is
with the use of a cable net. This presents a new set of challenges to the façade installer relating to the pre-tension requirements that must be applied to the cable system. The
magnitude of force is typically high enough that hydraulic
jacking equipment is required to achieve the required cable
prestress. Tensioning a cable net is not generally as simple as
moving from one cable to the next with a tensioning device;
the progressive tensioning tends to alter the previously tensioned cables, resulting from the residual effects to the supporting boundary steel. Cable tensions must be confirmed
with the use of an appropriate tension metering device. The
installer should request a detailed installation method statement from the façade designer, and carefully consider the
cost impacts in the estimate of work.
Access is a consideration on any façade job. If there are
maintenance platforms in the cavity and they are installed
before the outboard skin, they can be used during installation. If not, temporary platforms may be required within the
cavity. Depending upon the glazing system design, workers
may be required on both sides of the skin.
A final consideration for the façade contractor is commissioning. The requirement for system commissioning of advanced façade designs, DSFs among them, is becoming
increasingly common, and is something that progressive
façade contractors should prepare for.While commissioning
requirements will vary between jobs, it is essentially a
process of validating that the façade is installed and funcwww.usglassmag.com
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Azon Saves Energy
“Our main purpose is to provide
high-performance fenestration components

tioning as intended.With operable and dynamic components
integrated into the façade design and critical to the intended
function, commissioning processes are vital in assuring the
building owner of future performance.

Future Developments and Conclusions

Arguably, the most compelling future application of DSF
technology is in building retrofits. Realizing energy consumption and carbon emission reduction goals established
by various green platforms will require energy retrofits to a
large percentage of the current building stock. Many of the
early glass curtainwall towers built during the 1960s and
1970s were originally constructed as single-glazed facades
with low visible light transmittance glass; they were poor energy performers from the beginning and now are approaching something very close to old age. The addition of a second
skin may prove to be a viable approach in some, if not many
of these buildings.
DSFs are one strategy of an emerging advanced façade
technology that includes new glazing materials, improved
framing systems, progressive techniques and novel designs. That unique attribute of glass (transparency and

that meet our customers’ sustainability

1

goals and expectations.”

1
2
mechanical lock profile

2

+
Universal No-Tape™ 304
structural thermal barrier polymer

NEW total design system:
MLP™ (mechanical lock profile) for commercial window,
door, storefront and curtain wall applications offers the
best balance of energy efficiency and high strength for
aluminum fenestration products used in the most
demanding climates and conditions.

Contact us to learn about the
role of Azon thermal barriers
in energy conservation.

1-800-788-5942 | www.azonintl.com

continued on page 62

See us at the BEC Conference

Ba r kow = Tr ust
for over 130 year s.

We want to build your glass carriers.
Standard and Custom Sizes Available.

Call us today!
(800) 558-5580
www.barkow.com
www.usglassmag.com

See Us at Glass Expo Midwest™ 2011 in Indy Next Month
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GANA, IGMA
Let Glass
Week, BEC
Attendees
Choose an
Event That
Meets Their
Needs
by Megan Headley

Photo: Megan Headley.

Technical Presentations

W

hat do Las Vegas and Paris
have in common? Okay, besides the stellar nightlife,
countless cultural activities and intriguing people-watching? Fantastic food.
Think of this year’s IGMA Annual Meeting, Glass Week and Building Envelope
Contractors (BEC) Conference, set at the
Paris Hotel in Las Vegas this March, as a
menu of options from which you can select any of those options most likely to
sate your appetite for information. Event
organizers—the Glass Association of
North America (GANA) and Insulating
Glass Manufacturers Alliance (IGMA)—
are allowing attendees to register for one,

More Information?

two or all three events, maximizing their
time by choosing the package that is right
for the attendee, their expertise and position in the glass and glazing industry.
The full eight-day event, March 22-29,
will provide attendees an opportunity to
shape the glass industry by contributing
to technical meetings during Glass Week
or the IGMA Annual Meeting, while also
learning more about the challenges facing the glazing industry (and take part in
the latest BEC addition, the first BEC
trade show, as well). Attendees also may
select individual options from among
several networking receptions and the
annual golf tournament.

For more information about Glass Week, the BEC Conference and the
IGMA Annual Meeting, visit www.glassweek.com.

38
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IGMA members, IGU manufacturers and suppliers will focus on technical topics during the IGMA Annual
Conference, March 22-25. Beginning
on the 23rd, association members will
meet to fine-tune the latest updates to
working group activities.
On March 24, registered attendees
can listen in on several technical presentations on topics including electrochromic
products,
solar
applications, spandrels and triple silver low-E coatings. An “Ask the Expert” session will allow listeners to get
the most out of their attendance—
come armed with questions or discussion points.
During Glass Week, March 24-27,
GANA will hold its full gamut of committee and division meetings. Several
guest speakers will address attendees
as well. After its successful presentation at the GANA Fall Conference (see
October 2010 USGlass, page 38), the
Protective Glazing Committee will
once again be inviting a speaker to its
meeting to talk about real-world security topics. During the GANA Membership meeting, special guest Kerry
Haglund of the University of Minnesota will present information on a
“Life-Cycle Analysis for Windows.”
www.usglassmag.com
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Now There’s an App for BEC

The Glass Association of North America (GANA) has released
its first iPhone/iPad app in Apple’s iTunes App Store and it’s all
about the Building Envelope Contractors (BEC) Conference. The
BEC Conference app provides the event’s schedule, directions to the event,
event-related videos and a live feed from GANA’s Twitter stream. It is available
at no cost through iTunes and works on all iOS devices.
“We are very pleased to release our first app,” says Brian Pitman, GANA director of marketing and communications. “Updates to the app are already
being submitted to offer more videos and information, speaker bios, features
on our sponsors, trade show information and more. After the conference, we
will include video highlights of the presentations
and information on next year’s BEC Conference.”
Pitman adds, “We are currently working on our
GANA iPhone app, which will offer immediate access to several GANA technical resources, including glass informational bulletins, videos,
company profiles and more.”

From presentations on industry trends to technical discussions, Glass Week
and BEC continue to bring together the top players in the glass industry.

Attending BEC

During last year’s BEC Conference,Las
Vegas Mayor Oscar Goodman made an
appearance to thank attendees for the
work they do for the city,both in helping
to construct the glittering skyline and in
regular meetings in the city’s conference
centers.“Las Vegas is a serious place for
serious people when they want to do serious things,” Mayor Goodman told attendees. “And when they want to have
fun—there’s no place better.”
BEC planners have taken that as their
mission for this year’s event, March 2729, with a number of “serious” sessions
planned to keep glaziers informed on
current trends, combined with networking opportunities that provide just
the right mix of work and play. This
year’s BEC Conference is no exception.
Attendees will learn about a range of
topics including the broad “State of the
Aluminum Industry” as presented by
Kawneer’s Diana Perreiah and “State of
the Glass Industry,” presented by Serge
www.usglassmag.com

Martin of AGC to the more specific “Issues in Anchoring Curtainwalls,” presented by Victor Yakin of Halfen or
“The Case for the NFRC CMA Program,” offered by John Lewis of the National Fenestration Rating Council
(NFRC). To learn more about this last
topic, attendees may want to check out
the NFRC’s Spring Committee Week,
March 28-30, just next door to BEC at
Bally’s Las Vegas (visit www.nfrc.org
for more information).
Glaziers also can learn more about
technical issues,such as“Common Causes
of Curtainwall Failures,” as shared by a
consultant with CDC or the more business-oriented talk from Courtney Little of
Ace Glass, “Good Business Practices:
Knowing the Cost of Doing Business.”
This year the conference is adding
something new to the mix: the first BEC
trade show. During breakfast, lunch and
following the first-day sessions, visitors
can learn a little more about suppliers
including 3M,Azon USA, C.R. Laurence,

Erdman Automation Corp., General
Glass International, Glasswerks L.A.
Inc., Guardian Industries Corp., Huntsman, Kawneer, PPG Industries, Prelco
Inc., Project DocControl, SAGE Electrochromics, Sapa Extrusions LLC,
Vitro America, Walker Glass and, of
course, USGlass Magazine.
The Paris Las Vegas provides more
than just an opportunity for guests to
practice their French. The hotel boasts
custom European furniture, rich fabrics
and warm decorations that give its
rooms a distinctive French feel, while
business amenities also are provided.
If signing up for the full eight-day
glass event, you might want to consider
scheduling in a stop at the Paris Spa by
Mandara, or at the very least find some
time to pull out the smartphone poolside. Nestled inside a manicured French
garden,the hotel’s two-acre rooftop pool
sits beside the replica Eiffel Tower. If
you’re not making plans to bring the
family along, search for souvenirs at the
boutiques that line the “rue” that connect guest rooms to convention center.
As every Las Vegas hotel seems to be
a city in itself, there are enough dining
options to keep visitors content within
the venue. Several lounges provide a
place to relax at the end of the day.
If looking for activities outside the
hotel, well, the choices are virtually endless. Ask the concierge or your colleagues to provide a menu of the
activities that Las Vegas provides. ■
March 2011 | USGlass, Metal & Glazing
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Some Midwest Glass Shops, Glaziers,
See Light at the End of the Tunnel

T

by Megan Headley

he Midwestern commercial glass
industry may not be out of the
dark yet, but reports are that
there’s light ahead.
“It’s looking better right now than it
has in a few years,” says Jim Pegg, president of Architectural Glazing Systems
in Mount Morris, Mich. “Things are
looking much better; you can see the
light at the end of the tunnel.”
The glazing contractor reports that
design activity is picking up in his
region.

“Architects are starting to get a little
bit busier here in this area. It’s looking
much brighter. I’m very optimistic that
this year is going to be much better
than the past couple of years,” Pegg says.
“As far as activity I see a lot more estimating, better than last year,” says
Mike Carlson, branch manager of Midwest Glazing & Allied Glass in Davenport, Iowa. “It seems to be better. It
could be a lot better,” he adds,“but I see
a maybe 30-percent increase.”
“It was pretty slow in December and

2011 Midwest Construction Start Estimates
(millions of $)
2009
2010
2011
Actual
Preliminary Forecast
Residential Buildings

% Change
2011/2010

Single-Family Housing

15,318

16,225

19,900

+23

Total Residential

18,721

20,325

24,300

+20

9,993

9,525

11,175

+17

31,050

+7

Multifamily Housing

3,403

4,100

4,400

Nonresidential Buildings
Commercial &
Manufacturing
Institutional & Other

19,486

19,600

19,875

Nonbuilding Construction

32,930

30,850

30,075

Total Nonresidential
Total Construction

Source: McGraw-Hill Construction
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29,125

80,300

85,425

+7

+1
-3

+6

January until about the middle of February and the last couple of weeks have
been pretty good,” says Larry Willsher,
owner of Northland Glass in Clear Lake,
Iowa. Willsher admits the area did see
some warmer weather in February,
which may have helped, but primarily
he has been doing interior work.
“Generally we don’t do a lot in the
winter up here just because of the
weather and because the town that we
live in is a tourist town,” he says.
“There’s not much going on in the wintertime, although we generally keep
busy. But this year we had about six
weeks of hardly anything. That kind of
killed us, but we’re going again now.”
That things are beginning to pick up
is keeping Willsher optimistic about the
rest of the year.
“I feel good about what’s coming. I
hope things keep going our way,” Willsher says.
Pat McGonigal, division manager of
Glass Contractors Inc., a fabricator in
Omaha, Neb., says that “up” might be
the trend for business later this year, but
it’s not quite the case now, for much the
same reasons that Willsher mentioned.
Overall, McGonigal says,“It’s still pretty
slow.” He adds, “The weather’s getting
better, so we’re seeing a little bit of an
www.usglassmag.com
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Architectural Billings Hold Steady

increase here, but it’s mostly interior
work we’re seeing.”
Still, he adds, “We feel like everybody’s positive and things are going the
right way. Will it be better than last
year? We hope so but not necessarily
planning on it. But we feel like the future is brighter.”
For Brian Schermetzler, manager of
Ellerman Glass LLC, a glass shop in
Manitowoc, Wis.,“Commercial work is
still very slow.” Moreover, he says,“Residential work, new homes, is very
slow—but remodel work is doing well.”
Ellerman Glass provides services for
automotive, residential and commercial
glass customers, giving the company an
overview of the industry.“I see the residential sector gaining, and I also do see
the commercial gaining, but very
slightly,” Schermetzler says.
Jim Jankauskis, business unit manager for shower doors for Foremost
Groups Inc. (which is planning to
launch a business unit in the Midwest),
agrees that residential remodeling remains the hot spot. “Business conditions in the whole United States and
Midwest are really challenging right
now, but we’re seeing some improvement in the housing market and remodeling sectors recovering,” he says.
W.A. Wilson Inc. is one of those
seemingly rare companies that has
moved from other areas of the glass
business into commercial glass products. In January the glass distributor,
which has facilities in Canton and
Columbus, Ohio, sold its auto glass assets to Mygrant Glass. President Bob
Hartong says,“We’re very much focused
on the commercial side, between our
insulating and tempered and metal line.
That’s where our focus is.”
Even with that concentrated focus,
www.usglassmag.com

After showing positive momentum during the fourth quarter of 2010, the
American Institute of Architects’ (AIA) Architecture Billings Index (ABI) slipped
almost four points in January. As a leading economic indicator of construction
activity, the ABI reflects the approximate nine to twelve month lag time between architecture billings and construction spending. AIA reported the January ABI score was 50.0, down from a reading of 53.9 the previous month. This
score reflects stable demand for design services (any score above 50 indicates an increase in billings).The new projects inquiry index was 56.5, down
sharply from a mark of 61.6 in December. The Midwest average was 56.4.
“This slowdown is indicative of what is likely to be a very gradual improvement in business conditions at architecture firms for the better part of this
year,” says Kermit Baker, PhD, Hon. AIA, AIA chief economist. “We’ve been taking a cautiously optimistic approach for the last several months and there is
no reason at this point to change that outlook. There are still too many firms
that continue to see weak market conditions to expect a dramatic increase in
the demand for services in the design and construction industry. ”

Hartong says the company is facing a
challenging year ahead.
“[Business] is certainly difficult, and
off to a slow start so far this year. Really
we had a nice up-tick in the third or
early fourth quarter of last year, and
then toward the end of the year it really
seemed to have dropped off,” he says.
Dennis Branner, owner of Branner
Glass Co., a commercial and residential
glazing contractor in Springfield, Ill.,
says that so far, business in 2011 has
been“terrible,” and his expectations for
the rest of the year remain low.
Branner adds, “It’s getting a little bit
better, there are a few more jobs out
there for the bidding right now, but it’s
just as slow as you could ever imagine.”
When asked about his expectations
for his flat glass business in 2011, Hartong says,“I really do think it’s going to
be difficult for the first half of this year.
I think third quarter we’ll probably see
things pick back up. What we forecast
for this year is probably a very similar
year to 2010.”

Trending Topics

Pegg’s optimism for 2011 may stem
from the fact that the glazing contractor
has pursued institutional projects. “It
seems like there are more schools out
for bids right now, and there are airports in our area that are doing additions and remodels,” Pegg says.
Hartong is seeing continued demand
from government projects—and en-

ergy-efficient products as a result.
“Certainly, with the government’s
push for everything to be green-building, all the high-performance products
[are in demand],” Hartong says.
McGonigal’s company, meanwhile,
provides “a lot of heavy glass, a lot of
specialty colors and interior finishes
with artwork.” As far as demand, the
fabricator simply keeps getting requests
for more custom finish work.
With residential remodeling showing
a glimmer of activity, Schermetzler says
that Ellerman Glass is supplying residential products for now. “We’re doing
more shower door work because people are putting their money back into
the homes instead of buying new
homes, so they’re remodeling kitchens
and baths first,” he says.
Willsher agrees that the focus seems
to be on remodeling, especially in the
tourist town on the lake in which he
works. “I’ve sold seven glass shower
doors in the last week—high-end,
heavy glass,” he says.“Two of them are
for the same new house, the rest of
them are for remodels.”
“We see an opening [for shower
doors] in the Midwest and Chicago,
after several different manufacturers
have either closed the doors or pulled
out of the region,” Jankauskis says.“We
will have a full line, as we’re seeing a
trend as everyone else has toward the
continued on page 42
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continued from page 41

frameless doors.”
Jankauskis acknowledges that it
seems like more companies are looking
at closing their doors than opening, but
Foremost believes now is the time to
launch. “There have been a couple
companies that have closed their doors,
and we feel that this is the time [to fill
the void],” Jankauskis says.

Ahead of the Curve

Many of these Midwestern glass
companies are taking a fresh look at
their business and marketing plan,
without going to the extreme of Foremost and W.A. Wilson.
Pegg reports that Architectural Glazing Systems will be looking at growing
its office space in the year ahead in
preparation of a business boom. “This
is something we’re going to be looking
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at,” he says.“We definitely need to renovate our building … and we would
like to hire additional people this year.”
Ellerman Glass LLC is focusing on
drawing in new customers.
“We’re focusing more on advertising,”
Schermetzler says. “We did radio last
year and now we’re upgrading signage.”
Branner Glass, meanwhile, is chasing
after new customers. “We’re looking at
different areas,” Branner says. “We’ll
widen our geographic area a little bit,but
that’s not something that we like to do.”
Northland Glass is getting an
early start on its spring marketing
as residents return to their lake
homes. “We do a couple home
shows in March and that usually
kicks us off, but we’re kind of getting started early this year,” Willsher says.

For Glass Contractors Inc., the goal is
to continue to improve the company’s
interactions with new and existing customers. “We’re definitely trying to be
more customer service oriented, and
better at what we do,” McGonigal says.
“We’re just trying to refine our
processes and make it easier for customers to do business with us.”
Top-notch customer service is about
the best thing a glass shop can offer at
a time when customers are browsing
for deals. ■

M e g a n H e a d l e y is the
editor of USGlass.

www.usglassmag.com
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Movers Shakers
Meet in the Midwest
A Preview of Glass Expo Midwest™ 2011
by Megan Headley

L

ooking for an edge against the
competition in 2011? How about
networking to learn from those
colleagues likewise interested in bettering their businesses in the year ahead?
Better yet, how about taking in a couple
of seminars on the topics most of interest
to your customers? Or maybe it crossed
your mind that some one-on-one-time
with suppliers—the ones you’ve used for
years and those popping up with brand
new products—might give you the
know-how to draw in more customers?
How about all of the above?
Attendees of Glass Expo Midwest™
2011 can expect to find networking opportunities, top-notch education and
personal attention from trade show exhibitors. The event will take place for its
17th year on April 7-8, 2011, at the Indianapolis Marriott East in Indianapolis.
In addition to the business benefits,
show organizers are throwing in a bit of

fun with a variety of door prize offerings. Attendees have the opportunity to
earn gifts just for attending as prizes
will be given away every other hour, on
the hour, during the trade show hours
on the show floor. Winners must be
present to win the items being given
this year, including big-screen TVs,
cameras and iPods. One lucky attendee
will walk away the winner of a
BARKOW Cargo Van Glass Carrier
courtesy of F. Barkow.

Learning Opportunities

This year’s Glass Expo Midwest will
feature seminars on a variety of the latest trends of interest to the glass industry. Among those trends is building
information modeling (BIM). Architects are using 3D modeling software to
allow planners, designers, manufacturers, contractors, glazing subcontractors
and owners to work from the same ob-

Glass Expo Midwest™ Schedule at a Glance*

Thursday, April 7, 2011
8 a.m.-8 p.m. . . . . . . . . Registration Open
8 a.m.-2 p.m. . . . . . . . . Exhibitor Move-In
8:30-9:30 a.m. . . . . . . Coffee Break sponsored by JLM Wholesale
9 a.m.-12 p.m. . . . . . . . Seminars & Workshops
12-1 p.m. . . . . . . . . . . . Lunch
1-3 p.m. . . . . . . . . . . . . Seminars & Workshops
3-8 p.m. . . . . . . . . . . . . Glass Expo Midwest™
6-8 p.m. . . . . . . . . . . . . Welcoming Cocktail Party on the Trade Show Floor
Friday, April 8, 2011
8 a.m.-3 p.m. . . . . . . . . Registration
9 a.m.-3 p.m. . . . . . . . . Seminars & Workshops
10 a.m.-3 p.m. . . . . . . . Glass Expo Midwest™
3-7 p.m. . . . . . . . . . . . . Exhibitor Move-Out

44
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ject-related database. During “BIM:
How It’s Shaping the Future,” Expo attendees will learn from a BIM expert
how to use this new technology to better the bottom line, streamline projects
and more. Active glazing is another
such trend. During the session on“New
Dynamic and Solar Glazing,” attendees
will learn just how their business fits
into these new opportunities, as it will
review dynamic electrochromic glass
performance characteristics and the
benefits to glazing contractors.
For a comprehensive overview, the
two contract glazing updates will offer
glaziers an economic forecast as well as
tips for proper construction for watertight curtainwall by expert speakers.
After all, to remain competitive in this
dynamic environment, glaziers need to
know what will affect their businesses
in the year ahead.
The presentations will also provide
some general product information. To
help know just what types of products
architects are looking for,so that glazing
contractors can help to educate them on
options, the expo will feature a seminar
titled “What Do Architects Want?”“Selling Security Products:WhatYou Need To
Know” will feature a panel of experts
discussing how to properly sell the benefits of security products, advanced sewww.usglassmag.com
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F. Barkow Donates Glass
Rack to be Given Away at
Glass Expo Midwest 2011

In addition to hard-hitting educational
seminars and a comprehensive floor plan, attendees of
Glass Expo Midwest 2011 automatically have the chance to win a multitude of
door prizes. A top featured item is the BARKOW Cargo Van Glass Carrier, which
will be given away to one lucky attendee (winner must be present to win).
F. Barkow donated the all-aluminum glass carrier, which holds a $1,520 value.
Also an exhibitor at the event, the company will show its complete line of prod- Share with
Your Customers
ucts in booth #200.
Next time you’re meeting with customers, give them an extra hand by letting them know that Glass Expo
Midwest offers educational opportunities from which they too can benefit.
USGlass sister publication Door &
Window Manufacturer (DWM)™ magazine will once again host Fenestration
Day™, its line-up of fenestration-related
seminars, on April 7, in conjunction with
Glass Expo Midwest.
Midwestern glass companies
can reap the benefits of
seminars and a trade show at
Glass Expo Midwest.

curity options and the relationship between film, glass and glazing. And in a
presentation on “Proper Application of
Mirrors,” attendees will hear some of the
top tricks of the trade to make this portion of business run smoothly.
Several general business seminars also
will be offered.Attendees will learn what
is being predicted in terms of growth in
the Midwest during Michael Collins’seminar, “Economic Overview and Industry
Outlook.” Collins is an investment banker
with a focus on the door and window industry, an area in which he conducts extensive research. He publishes the
Window & Door Industry Benchmark
Survey, conducts semi-annual industry
updates webinars and writes a monthly
article for Door & Window Manufacturer
(DWM)™ magazine.
To help build business during boom
or bust, every company should have an
up-to-date marketing plan.Since today’s
marketing is much about providing information through a community, show
organizers are offering information on
www.usglassmag.com

using these online tools to benefit bottom lines in the seminar “E-Marketing:
The Future of Promotion.”

An Extended Stay in Indy

Once the show is over, Indianapolis
offers plenty of opportunities to unwind. Indy, “America’s most walkable
city,” has some of the most beautiful architecture in the Midwest and with the
event’s location close to downtown there
is something for everyone. Located just
minutes from downtown, the Indianapolis Marriott East offers all the
amenities essential for a relaxed stay. It
also is located near the Indy Motor
Speedway,home of the Indianapolis 500
and Allstate Brickyard 400 and MotoGP.
Of course, Indianapolis is home to
much more than just the Indy 500,
though it’s certainly a favorite to race

More Information?

fans.It’s a place where you can take in the
latest exhibit at the one of the country’s
10 largest and oldest general art museums, the Indianapolis Museum of Art.
Cultural events, such as the Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra performing at
Hilbert Circle Theatre or a visit to Indiana Repertory Theatre to experience the
best in professional regional theatre in
the heart of downtown Indy, can be enjoyed on any given evening. Foodies can
appreciate the multitude of options in
Indianapolis,such as the award-winning
Goose the Market,ranked by Bon Appetit
as one of their Top 10 U.S. sandwich
shops, and St. Elmo Steak House home
of the hottest meal in the world, as declared by the Travel Channel. There is
something for everyone in Indy, and for
every Midwestern glass shop at Glass
Expo Midwest. ■

Visit www.usglassmag.com/gems for more
information about, and to register for, Glass
Expo Midwest™ 2011.

Scan the code to
register for GEMS
2011. Get the free
mobile tag reader at
http://gettag.mobi
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Classic

Classic Glass’ Hard Work Makes Projects Timeless

aren Elkin didn’t come to the nation’s capital to
make beautiful decorative glass, but some twists
and turns—and love for stained glass—eventually led Elkin to where she is now.
Elkin and a local glass artist Robert O’Toole went into
business in theVirginia suburb of Alexandria 29 years ago.
“We started January 1981 and we were located in a
second-floor walk-up above an antique store in Old

One of the decorative glass products made by Classic Glass is
backpainted glass.

Classic Glass has a small, but dedicated staff. From left to right:
Karen Elkin, Mike Seidel, Jacob Robinson, Kent Powell, Rudi Waros.
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Town and immediately we had some work because the
antique store had lots of stained glass that needed
restoration,” recalls Elkin.
“We met people in the industry who took us under
their wing and helped us with whatever they could. Good
friends, suppliers and other artists helped us if we had a
problem we needed to work out,” says Elkin.“There were
and still are a circle of artisans in the glass industry in
Washington and we are all friends—it’s very friendly
competition.When we got to the point where we needed
extra help some of these people came and worked for us
or with us. The support of the other glass artisans in the
area has been the biggest factor in making it an enjoyable experience for us.”
Classic Glass does custom work exclusively and specializes in etched, carved, stained, laminated, backpainted and cast glass. The company now occupies a
1,000-square-foot showroom in Alexandria and a 6,800square-foot fabrication facility in Bladensburg, Md.
Elkin and her staff have seen the company grow with
sales of just under $1 million in 2008 and they continued
to fare well during the economic crisis with sales of approximately $650,000 in 2009.

The Snowball Effect

Once Classic Glass became established the work came
rolling in. Due to its location close to downtown Washington, D.C., a wide variety of work presented itself. The
company’s staff of five has had the opportunity to work
on some unique projects.
“This is a wonderful place to be for a company like
ours because the‘national everything association’ is here.
We have done signage, reception desks, special awards,
etc. for many associations including AARP, law firms and
others. Of course, the government is here and they have
all of their agency seals,” says Elkin.“Our biggest client
base is local glazing companies who sub out the decorative portion of the contract to us.”
Classic Glass has created agency seals for many government agencies in D.C., including the White House,
State Department, FBI, Department of Defense and TSA.
“We’ve got a lot of residential work as well. There are
obviously a lot of famous people in town. We’ve done
www.usglassmag.com
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Classic Glass designed a waiting room partition for Sibley Hospital in Washington, D.C. The project consisted of carved and
multi-density etched curved glass panels with paint and gold leaf accents.

work for Art Monk, the former Redskin, and Sugar Ray
and that’s always fun. There are also the regular folks
who have become our friends who come to our parties
and are on our mailing lists.”
Hotels have also sought out Classic Glass to do work
for them. Marriott is headquartered in the D.C. suburbs and Elkin’s company has done a lot of work for
their local hotels. But, it’s the historical and government work in which Elkin feels the most proud because of its importance to the country. In some cases,
this work could be displayed permanently for generations to see.
“We have work in some of the monuments downtown,
museums—it’s a legacy,” says Elkin.“When I have out of
town guests I take them around for the Classic Glass
Tour so they can see some of the stuff in the public buildings. We are very proud of that.”

Inevitable Challenges

While going into business has been mostly positive for
Classic Glass, all businesses struggle with inevitable
challenges. Elkin recounts a tale about the biggest nightmare for a decorative glass company: glass breakage.
“What’s challenging are the experiences when glass
breaks. In particular, there was a four panel screen that
we were making for the reception area of an investment firm and it was the night before it was due. My
partner, Robert, was finishing up the end and he had
two of the four panels leaning against the booth door
and he opened the door and over they went,” remembers Elkin.
O’Toole called her immediately. She remembers that
she could still hear the pieces of glass tinkering in the
background.
“I had to call in the morning to say, ‘Sorry, we broke
your glass.’ The lady was so lovely and said,‘That must
have been a very difficult phone call for you to make.’
Those kinds of things are when the business isn’t fun,
but that’s when you have to just suck it up. People think
it’s very glamorous to have your own business, but you
have to work really hard and it’s not always fun.”
Companies such as Classic Glass can struggle to compete with bigger companies, but Elkin feels that using a
www.usglassmag.com

local company can make a big difference.
“I think the biggest challenge is marketing to architectural and design firms. We’re trying to get the word
out that we’re a small local company that can produce
the same, high quality products as the out of town companies with shorter lead times and better service,” says
Elkin. “But it is hard to compete with the national/international companies that have sales representatives on
the street and big advertising budgets.”

Future Ideas

As companies struggle to deal with a down economy
Elkin continues to find new avenues to make decorative
glass unique and ever-changing.
“I definitely see the industry growing. I have a personal affection for cast glass and I don’t think we have
even scratched the surface of where that can go,” says
Elkin.“It’s a popular medium, an exciting medium, and
it’s green.”
To continue to grow Classic Glass, Elkin does have a
few ideas on how to spice things up.
“There are automated machines so maybe someday
we could buy an autoclave or more kilns,” she says.
However, Classic Glass already considers itself successful in terms of being a company that makes money,
does timeless work and is part of a close-knit family.
“We’ve done a lot of projects that we are really proud
of and will be around for a long time. In terms of that, I
feel like we’ve made it,” says Elkin.
In a world of superstores, companies like Classic
Glass continue to remind the public to “think local” and
enjoy the results. As the company enters its fourth
decade, Elkin is ready to see where decorative glass will
take her. ■

K a t i e H o d g e is an assistant
editor for Decorative Glass magazine.
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ShowCase
machinery and equipment

Salem Makes
Available Smart New
Lamination Option

The Hoaf Smartbox® from Salem
Distributing Co. in Winston-Salem,
N.C., uses Hoaf infrared technology to
produce autoclave-free lamination on a
smaller scale than the company’s Heatbox®. The Hoaf Smartbox was developed to cost-effectively laminate safety
glass with EVA, TPU, PVB and SentryGlas® (a drying cabinet for storing PVB

is available as an option) on a small or
entry-level scale. The component is a
self-contained modular unit designed
for “plug and play” installation.
The versatile Hoaf Smartbox is capable of laminating all types of glass,thicknesses and shapes, even products such
as acryl or polycarbonate. Using different interlayers such as fabrics, woods

doors and windows

and metals presents the freedom to create glass solutions with added value.

❙❙➤ www.salemdist.com

material handling

Power and Versatility from
the MR1611LDC Vacuum
Lifter for Curtainwall

The MR1611LDC below-the-hook
vacuum lifter was developed by Wood’s
Powr-Grip® in Laurel,Mont.,to meet the
challenge of constructing curtainwalls
and handling other architectural components. This lifter features a multivariable
pad frame for lifting and maneuvering a

variety of sizes of curtainwall materials
and other nonporous loads. The lift bar
can be assembled in two different
lengths, providing the ability to install
material under overhangs. The variable

AL Tech™ Now Offering EZ Access™

The AL Tech™ division of Custom
Components Co. in Tampa, Fla., has introduced the EZ Access™ sliding glass
door system for interior office fronts.
Originally developed for the specific requirements of a global accounting firm,
this new door saves floor space compared to conventional swinging doors,
while providing improved access to offices. The company reports that it’s
quiet, smooth and easy to operate, and
also offers greater design flexibility for
office environments.
The sliding glass door is manufactured of high quality aluminum in clear anodized and six standard powder coat
paint finishes: bronze, white, grey, black, beige and silver.
❙❙➤ www.cc-aep.com
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length and width of the pad spread allows
configurations ranging from 53 ¼ inches
long by 12 inches wide to 169 inches long
by 49 inches wide. Capable of handling
loads ranging from 700 to 2,800 pounds,
the MR1611LDC features a DC power
source for maximum portability and
continuous 360-degree rotation to facilitate proper load positioning.

❙❙➤ www.powrgrip.com

glass

Three New PPG
Glasses Receive Cradle-toCradle Certification

Solarban® R100 glass, Sungate® 400
glass and Clarvista™ shower glass from
Pittsburgh-based PPG Industries all
have earned Cradle-to-Cradle® certification at the Silver tier.
PPG earned Cradle-to-Cradle Certification for all its architectural glass
products in 2008, and says it is the only
glass manufacturer in the world to have
achieved this distinction.
Solarban R100 glass is a neutral-reflective, solar control, low-E glass with
visible light transmittance of 42 percent,
a solar heat gain coefficient of 0.23 and
a 1.79 light-to-solar gain ratio. Sungate
400 glass is a passive, low-E glass with
a magnetron-sputtered vacuum deposition soft coat that helps commercial
buildings in heating-dominated climates retain heat from the sun and reduce winter heating costs. Clarvista
shower glass has proven through industry-standard tests that, with regular
maintenance,it looks newer longer than
other shower glass products.
The three glasses were named as Cradle-to-Cradle CertifiedCM products after
an audit of the materials used in their formulation and production, and the
processes used to manufacture them.
Building projects seeking LEED certification may be able to earn one point in the
“Innovation in Design”category by using
Cradle-to-Cradle Certified products.

❙❙➤ www.ppgideascapes.com
continued on page 50
www.usglassmag.com
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K R Y S T A L K L E A R™

K R Y S T A L K O L O U R S™

K R Y S T A L P A T T E R N S™

Clearer Clears

Tr u e r C o l o r s

Distinctive Patterns

KRYSTAL INTERIORS

TM

The glass designed for designers.
Introducing KRYSTAL INTERIORS™, the broadest line of interior glass products available.
Made with ultratransparent KRYSTAL KLEAR™ glass, it’s the only glass designed
to bring your customer’s vision to life with clearer clears, truer colors and distinctive patterns.
Available exclusively from AGC—the worldwide leader in glass.
Visit us at krystalinteriorsglass.com or call 888-234-8380.

©2010 AGC Flat Glass North America, Inc. All rights reserved.
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ShowCase
continued

inspection tools

Edgetech
Distributes Spyglass

Edgetech I.G.in Cambridge, Ohio, exclusive distributor of Sparklike products
in the Americas, Europe and Australia,
has announced the availability of Spy-

railings

glass, a laser-based gauge for
measuring and detecting insulating glass unit structure, coatings and thicknesses.
Spyglass can be used as a production
quality tool that confirms finished units
are properly constructed and as a field

Spearhead Offers Diverse Solutions

Spearhead Specialty Products Inc. in Fallbrook,
Calif., has been appointed the exclusive North
American distributor for the frameless Diverse
Glass Clamp system, which the company says offers a true frameless glass railing, windscreen or
pool fence system. Only two base clamps are
needed to install the railing in concrete decks or
mounted to new decking joists or to an existing
deck. The system is designed to accommodate 1⁄2to 5⁄8-inch tempered or laminated glass panels up to
86 inches wide and 48 inches tall.
❙❙➤ www.framelessglassrailings.com
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service tool for determining specifications for replacement IG
units.Users can instantly measure the exact characteristics of installed IG units and immediately order
the right type. Spyglass graphically displays each layer of glass,coating location,
air space and overall unit thickness. A
scan function displays the minimum and
maximum dimensions with an indication
whether the unit is concave or convex.
The company also distributes,services
and calibrates Gasglass, a non-invasive,
portable device for determining gas-fill
levels in IG. Sparklike Ltd. recently reconfirmed Edgetech’s processes and procedures for servicing Gasglass gas
detectors, signifying that the company
meets or exceeds the rigid requirements
for proper calibration.

❙❙➤ www.edgetech360.com
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laminated glass

ArgoEdgeSealPLUS™
Protects TPU and PVB
Interlayered Composites

Argotec Inc. in Greenfield, Mass., has
introduced ArgoEdgeSealPLUS™ to protect both thermoplastic polyurethane
(TPU) and polyvinyl butyral (PVB) interlayered laminated glass composites.
In 1995 Argotec co-developed an edge
seal used to protect the perimeter of autoclaved glass-polycarbonate composites for bullet- and blast-resistant
applications: BOC-9450 Edge Seal™.
ArgoEdgeSealPLUS™ is an enhanced
upgrade of this time-tested product that
is compatible with all TPU- and PVBlaminated glass composites. A new foil
layer is sandwiched between two sheets
of durable polyurethane. This patentpending construction better protects
TPU and PVB interlayers from damage

www.usglassmag.com
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glass manufacturing tools

Hydraulic Fluids
Stand Up to Glass
Manufacturing’s Heat

Houghton International Inc. in
Valley Forge, Pa., now offers a line
of biodegradable, fire-resistant hydraulic fluids for glass manufacturing. The fluids are available in both
water- and vegetable-based forms,
are biodegradable and are safe for
use in extreme heat environments,
such as float glass plants, where
glass melting furnaces reach temperatures as high as 2,990 degrees
Fahrenheit.
❙❙➤ www.houghtonintl.com

due to penetration by moisture, cleaning solutions and the solvents found in
window caulks and sealants. These elements can degrade the interlayer film

used to bond a composite’s multiple layers, causing a fogging effect at the edges
of the composite.
❙❙➤ www.argotec.com ■
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NewsMakers
obituaries

Industry Remembers Former
Chicago Glazier’s Union Head

MTH Industries and Trainor Glass Co.
Anderson leaves behind his wife of 22 years, Gail, daughters Sarah and Michelle, sisters Debra Matzke and Karen
Lehman, and numerous nieces and nephews.

Bernard J. “Bernie” Spatz, 72, of Orland Park, Ill., a 50year life member of Glaziers Union Local 27, passed away in
February. Spatz also served as past president and business
manager of the union. He was the retired secretary/treasurer
of the Chicago & Cook County Building Trade Council and
past president of the International Conference of Glaziers &
Glassworkers, as well as a past chairman of the building
trades department AFL-CIO for Cook County DAD’s Day
(Dollars Against Diabetes Drive).

Industry Mourns Manufacturers
Rep David Rosenstein

Kevin Anderson, project manager for Trainor Glass Co.,
passed away on January 29 following a two-year battle with
brain cancer. He was 52.
Anderson was born in Des Moines on October 14, 1958,
to former Apogee CEO Jerry and his wife, Catherine. He
earned his business degree from Arizona State University
and went on to a career in the commercial construction
glass industry that included time at Harmon Contract,

Littleton Glass Owner Passes Away

Trainor’s Kevin Anderson Passes Away

Matthew JaBaay

David J. Rosenstein, 74, formerly of Concord, Mass., and
Woodbridge, Conn., died January 28. For the past 30 years
he served as a sales representative for Viracon in the northeast United States and Canada, and was recognized on several occasions with the company’s Salesman of the Year
award. He also represented W&W Glass LLC, Sota Glazing
Inc., Crane Revolving Doors and Ellison Bronze.
Rosenstein leaves behind his children Marc,Sarah and Sam.
Dale Erickson,who had served as the owner of Littleton Glass
in Littleton,Colo.,passed away in January.He began his glass industry career in 1957 and continued in the field until this year.
Erickson’s son,Gary,is the owner of Highlands Ranch Glass
and his grandson, Joel, also works for Highlands Ranch.

AMinuteWith …

President of Doralco Architectural Metals

USG: What do you feel the future holds for Doralco?
MJ: With the new vision our team shares, we’re starting
our best year ever. We have made substantial changes
to our organization and have some new additions to our
team as well, with the experience to continue our growth.
Coupled with a newfound energy and excitement, we are
going to have a record-setting year.
USG: What are your goals for the company?
MJ: Everyday, I wake up and see the news of another
plant downsizing or closing and am thankful that we have
the right customers and the right team to grow in this
economy. It took a few months, but Doralco is ready to
grow again. We’re going to pursue that …
USG: How do you measure success?
MJ: Easy question: repeat customers and new customer growth. Everything has to be right to get repeat
business, and people talk about outstanding work. We
know it’s going best when we see the same companies
keep coming back along with new customers in the
same areas.
USG: What are the advantages Doralco offers customers?
MJ: The easy answer here is always quality. The prob-
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lem is that anyone can say they deliver quality because
it is subjective and a customer won’t know until it’s too
late …
I believe the real answer is value. Value is something
that most can agree on, it is more about how we help our
customers get their job done better, easier and at a lower
cost. Usually, [our products] are one of the last things in
the construction schedule, making it even more important that our work is perfect. We know how critical it is
for buildings to open on time. We make sure our customers receive our products ready to install, instead of
having to assemble or figure them out.
It sounds simple, but you would be surprised at how
much we save our customers by just
thinking the job through for them …
USG: Is there anything else you’d like
to share with our readers?
MJ: We don’t try to do everything. We
stand out and have been growing because we stay close to our talents, making architectural metal products that are
the highest quality and the best value …
www.usglassmag.com
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Having trouble achieving the

kudos

Mainstreet Computers Team Member
Celebrates 25-Year Anniversary

Mainstreet Computers,a glass shop software and web services provider in Belleville,Mich.,announced the“25th work anniversary” of David Daniels, product development manager.
“Words cannot express my appreciation for Dave’s dedication and understanding of the value of technology in
business.Working with him has been an unmitigated blessing. I can’t believe it went by so fast!” says David Carnahan, Mainstreet’s president and founder. “His experience
in working with glass companies in addition to outstanding problem solving skills has enabled us to continually
adapt our software and service offerings to meet the changing needs of the industry.”
Daniels began working part time at Mainstreet in 1986 while
a senior at Eastern Michigan University. He joined the company full time after earning his degree in information systems.
“ I remember thinking,‘This is going to look great on my
resume.’ Twenty-five years later and I have never finished
that resume. This is a testament to the culture here at Mainstreet Computers,” Daniels says. ■

www.usglassmag.com
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[datebook]

Reviews&Previews
BAU 2011 Features Glass,
Framing Innovations
AU 2011 welcomed approximately 235,000 attendees from all over the world to Munich, Germany’s
Trade Fair Centre January 17-22. The trade fair featured 16 separate buildings with displays focused on architecture, building materials and systems. Under the
theme of sustainability, the organization featured a special
exhibition dedicated to the green envelope, specifically regarding windows, facades and doors.

Photo: Mark Silverberg.

B

Viewers in the Schüco booth watched a live panel on
architecture and energy use in construction.

54

“There were a lot of glass companies, to my impression,”
said Mathias Farnebo of Brunkeberg Industriutveckling AB
in Sweden who attended the show.
Mark Silverberg, president of Technoform North America in Twinsburg, Ohio, also attended the event. “The
scale of the show is daunting,” Silverberg said.
“The bar for high thermal efficiency fenestration products continues to move higher. In Germany the passive
house standard is now what companies are marketing
their windows to,” Silverberg said.
Schüco showed a wall system with interchangeable
panels that use an electronic control system to select the
insulating, solar or louvered panels depending on the time
and temperature outside, Silverberg reported.
Giesse premiered its new Essenza full-glazed window
system. The frames are nearly invisible with minimal interruption to the inside or outside view through the unit.
Farnebo found himself impressed by seele’s display
of what it called “the world’s first self-supporting insulating glass.” “I was most fascinated with seele Sedak’s
display of a nearly 20-foot triple insulating glass that can
be made up to 39 feet—and remain so rigid that no loadbearing frames are needed,” Farnebo said.
❙❙➤ www.bau-muenchen.com/en/Home ■
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» Choose the right combination -

Up&Coming
NORTH AMERICAN EVENTS
2011

April 7-8, 2011

Glass Expo Midwest™ 2011
Sponsored by
USGlass magazine.
Indianapolis Marriott East.
Indianapolis.
Contact: USGlass
at 540/720-5584.

April 20, 2011

24th MGA Glass Expo 2011
Sponsored by the
Mid-Atlantic Glass Association.
Martin’s Crosswinds.
Greenbelt, Md.
Contact: MGA at 301/831-8338.

May 2-4, 2011

Glass Fabrication & Glazing
Educational Conference
Sponsored by the
Glass Association
of North America (GANA).
Embassy Suites Kansas
City International Airport.
Kansas City, Mo.
Contact: GANA
at 785/271-0208.

May 12-14, 2011

AIA Convention
Sponsored by the American
Institute of Architects (AIA).
Ernest N. Morial
Convention Center.
New Orleans.
Contact: AIA at 800/242-3837.

June 5-9, 2011

AAMA Summer Meeting
Sponsored by the American
Architectural Manufacturers
Association (AAMA).
Hyatt Regency.
Minneapolis.
Contact: AAMA
at 847/303-5664.

September 12-14, 2011

GlassBuild America
Organized by the National
Glass Association (NGA),
GANA, AAMA, the Insulating
Glass Manufacturers Alliance
and the Bath Enclosure
Manufacturers Alliance.
Georgia World Congress Center.
Atlanta.
Contact: Show organizers
at 866/342-5642.

To see the full
event schedule, visit
www.usglassmag.com/
events.php.

www.usglassmag.com

September 14-16, 2011

Construct Show
Sponsored by the Construction
Specifications Institute.
McCormick Place.
Chicago.
Contact: Show organizers
at 972/536-6429.

So your next project
doesn´t end up a mess «
Glass bonding is a matter of trust. That is why it makes sense to put your
trust in a partner who has more than 20 years of experience in this technology.
Not only that, but also a full range of products for every requirement.
For your safety and the safety of your customers.

September 15-17, 2011

Auto Glass Week™
Co-sponsored by AGRR
magazine, the Auto Glass
Replacement Safety Standards
Council Inc., the Independent
Glass Association, the NGA
and the National Windshield
Repair Association.
Memphis Marriott Downtown
and Memphis Cook
Convention Center.
Memphis, Tenn.
Contact: AGRR magazine
at 540/720-5584.

Quality Glass

+

Quality Products
Know-how

&

= Perfect Results

September 15-16, 2011

International Window Film
Conference and Tint-Off™
Sponsored by
WINDOW FILM magazine.
Memphis Marriott Downtown
and Memphis Cook
Convention Center.
Memphis, Tenn.
Contact: WINDOW FILM
magazine at 540/720-5584.

2012

April 11-13, 2012
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Glass TEXpo™ 2012
Sponsored by
USGlass magazine.
El Tropicano
Holiday Inn Riverwalk.
San Antonio.
Contact: USGlass
at 540/720-5584.

INTERNATIONAL EVENTS
2011

May 11-14, 2011

China Glass 2011
Organized by the
Chinese Ceramic Society.
Shanghai New International
Exhibition Centre.
Shanghai.
Contact: Event organizers
at ceramsoc@163.com.

www.bohle-america.com

UV-Bonding Products

June 17-20, 2011

Glass Performance Days
Organized by Glaston.
Tampere Hall.
Tampere, Finland.
Contact: Jorma Vitkala
at jorma.vitkala@gpd.fi.

Bohle America, Inc. · 10924 Granite Street · Suite 200
Charlotte, NC 28273 · T +1 877 678 2021 (toll free)
sales@bohle-america.com

■
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[usg | supplier’s guide]
ADHESIVES/SEALANTS
Adhesives, General

Dow Corning Corporation
2200 West Salzburg Road
Midland, MI 48686
Phone: 989/496-6000
www.dowcorning.com/construction
construction@dowcorning.com
Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com
Glazing Compounds

Omaha Wholesale Hardware
1201 Pacific Street
Omaha, NE 68108
Phone: 800/238-4566
Fax: 402/444-1659
ARCHITECTURAL GLASS
Architectural Glass,
General

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
50 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com
Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com

Acid Etched Glass

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Walker Glass Co. Ltd.
9551 Ray Lawson
Montreal, QC H7X 3K7 Canada
Phone: 888/320-3030
Fax: 514/351-3010
www.walkerglass.com

GLASSOPOLIS
USGlass Readers Choice
Product of the Year
PYRAN Platinum
Phone: 800/262-9600
Fax: 800/872-9601
www.glassopolis.com
sales@glassopolis.com
We Put Glass Contractors First.
Fast Quotes. Fast Delivery.

Block

Decalite Ltd.
The Portergate Ecclesall Road
Sheffield S11-8NX, UK
Phone: 01142-096096
Fax: 01142-096001

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Curved/Bent

California Glass Bending
320 E. Harry Bridges Blvd.
Wilmington, CA 90744
Ph: 800/223-6594
Fax: 310/549-5398
www.calglassbending.com
glassinfo@calglassbending.com
Precision Glass
Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood,AR 72936-1970
Phone:800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
Fax: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com

To place your listing(s) contact
Janeen Mulligan at 540/720-5584, Ext. 112 or
e-mail jmulligan@glass.com
Listings start at $350
(additional charge for logos,
website and e-mail address).
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Fire-Rated Glass

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

USGlass, Metal & Glazing | March 2011

Decorative

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com
Film Covered Wire

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Technical Glass Products
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmire,WA 98065
Phone: 800/426-0279
Fax: 800/451-9857
www.tgpamerica.com
sales@fireglass.com
Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com
Fire-Rated Glass,
Impact Resistant

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com
www.usglassmag.com
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GLASSOPOLIS
USGlass Readers Choice
Product of the Year
PYRAN Platinum F & L
Your choice: Filmed or Lami
Phone: 800/262-9600
Fax: 800/872-9601
www.glassopolis.com
sales@glassopolis.com
We Put Glass Contractors First.
Fast Quotes. Fast Delivery.
SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Technical Glass Products
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmire,WA 98065
Phone: 800/426-0279
Fax: 800/451-9857
www.tgpamerica.com
sales@fireglass.com
Hurricane-Resistant

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Technical Glass Products
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmire,WA 98065
Phone: 800/426-0279
Fax: 800/451-9857
www.tgpamerica.com
sales@fireglass.com
Laminated

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
50 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com
www.usglassmag.com

Precision Glass
Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood,AR 72936-1970
Phone:800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
Fax: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com
Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com
Laminated,
Fire-Rated Wire

Technical Glass Products
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmire,WA 98065
Phone: 800/426-0279
Fax: 800/451-9857
www.tgpamerica.com
sales@fireglass.com
Laminated,
Glass-Polycarbonate

California Glass Bending
320 E. Harry Bridges Blvd.
Wilmington, CA 90744
Ph: 800/223-6594
Fax: 310/549-5398
www.calglassbending.com
glassinfo@calglassbending.com
Pattern Glass

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com
Radiation Shielding

Amerope Enterprises Inc.
150 Commerce Rd.
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
Phone: 800/327-3320
Fax: 561/737-3721
www.amerope.com
claire@amerope.com

Wired

GLASSOPOLIS
Save BIG on sizes under 42"
Phone: 800/262-9600
Fax: 800/872-9601
www.glassopolis.com
sales@glassopolis.com
We Put Glass Contractors First.
Fast Quotes. Fast Delivery.

Ray-Bar Engineering Corp.
697 W. Foothill Blvd.
Azusa, CA 91702
Phone: 800/444-XRAY or
800/444-9729
Fax: 800/444-0240
www.xrayglass.com
sales@xrayglass.com
Screenprinted Glass

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com
Tempered

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
50 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com
Precision Glass
Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood,AR 72936-1970
Phone:800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
Fax: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com
Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com
X-Ray Fluoroscopic

Amerope Enterprises Inc.
150 Commerce Rd.
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
Phone: 800/327-3320
Fax: 561/737-3721
www.amerope.com
claire@amerope.com

Ray-Bar Engineering Corp.
697 W. Foothill Blvd.
Azusa, CA 91702
Phone: 800/444-XRAY or
800/444-9729
Fax: 800/444-0240
www.xrayglass.com
sales@xrayglass.com
X-Ray Protective

Amerope Enterprises Inc.
150 Commerce Rd.
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
Phone: 800/327-3320
Fax: 561/737-3721
www.amerope.com
claire@amerope.com

Ray-Bar Engineering Corp.
697 W. Foothill Blvd.
Azusa, CA 91702
Phone: 800/444-XRAY or
800/444-9729
Fax: 800/444-0240
www.xrayglass.com
sales@xrayglass.com
ARCHITECTURAL METAL
Dies/Custom Metal

EFCO Corporation
1000 County Road
Monett, MO 65708
Phone: 800/221-4169
Fax: 417/235-7313

continued on page 58
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Metals, General

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com
BATHROOM SPECIALTIES

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com
Shower Door Hardware

C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
2503 E Vernon Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90058
Phone: 800/421-6144
Fax: 800/262-3299
www.crlaurence.com
US Horizon Mfg., Inc.
28577 Industry Dr.
Valencia, CA 91355
Phone: 877/728-3874
Fax: 888/440-9567
www.ushorizon.com

DECORATIVE GLASS
Decorative Glass, General

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
50 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com
Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com
Etched Glass

Able Glass, Inc.
2713 NW 19th St.
Pompano Beach, FL 33069
Phone: 877/303-0455
Fax: 954/978-2790
www.etchedbyable.com
info@etchedbyable.com
Glass Flooring

DOORS
Bullet Resistant

Total Security Solutions, Inc.
170 National Park Drive
Fowlerville, MI 48836
Phone: 866/930-7807
www.tssbulletproof.com

Access Hardware Supply
14359 Catalina Street
San Leandro, CA 94577
Phone: 800/348-2263
Fax: 510/483-4500
Fire-Rated Doors

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 888/653-4444
www.safti.com
info@safti.com
Fire-Rated
Framing Systems

UL Approved

Glass Flooring

58

Decorative Glass Company
14647 Lull Street
Van Nuys, CA 91405-1209
Phone: 800/768-3109
Fax: 818/785-7429

Closers

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com

Painted

United States
Bullet Proofing, Inc.
16201 Branch Court
Upper Marlboro, MD 20774
Phone: 301/218-7920
Fax: 301/218-7925
www.usbulletproofing.com
info@usbulletproofing.com

COMMERCIAL
WINDOWS
Fire-Rated Windows

CURTAINWALL
Curtainwall, General

Walker Glass Co. Ltd.
9551 Ray Lawson
Montreal, QC H7X 3K7 Canada
Phone: 888/320-3030
Fax: 514/351-3010
www.walkerglass.com
sales@walkerglass.com

Jockimo

TM

Advanced Architectural Products

www.Jockimo.com

USGlass, Metal & Glazing | March 2011

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Technical Glass Products
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmire,WA 98065
Phone: 800/426-0279
Fax: 800/451-9857
www.tgpamerica.com
sales@fireglass.com
General Door Hardware

Akron Hardware
1100 Killian Road
Akron, OH 44312
Phone: 800/321-9602
Fax: 800/328-6070

C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
2503 E Vernon Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90058
Phone: 800/421-6144
Fax: 800/262-3299
www.crlaurance.com

DOOR COMPONENTS

JLM Wholesale, Inc.
3095 Mullins Court
Oxford, MI 48371
Phone: 800/522-2940
Fax: 800/782-1160
www.jlmwholesale.com
sales@jlmwholesale.com

DOOR HARDWARE AND
RELATED PRODUCTS

JLM Wholesale, Inc.
3095 Mullins Court
Oxford, MI 48371
Phone: 800/522-2940
Fax: 800/782-1160
www.jlmwholesale.com
sales@jlmwholesale.com

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com
Track Caps

Johnson Bros. Metal Forming
5520 McDermott Dr.
Berkeley, IL 60163
Phone: 708/449-7050
Fax: 708/449-0042
www.usglassmag.com
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GLASS FURNITURE
Table Tops

Spancraft Ltd.
920 Railroad Ave.
Woodmere, NY 11598
Phone: 516/295-0055
Fax: 516/569-3333
www.spancraft.com
Jordan@Spancraft.com

GLASS HANDLING/
TRANSPORTATION
Handling Equipment,
General

Rolltech Industries
11 Dansk Court
Toronto, ON M9W 5N6 Canada
Phone: 419/337-0631
Fax: 419/337-1471

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com
Airspacers

Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville,WA 98271
Phone: 360/653-6666 or
800/343-8360
Fax: 360/653-9884

Quattrolifts
1450 W. Horizon Ridge Pkwy.
Henderson, NV 89012
Phone: 800/983-5841
Fax: 702/566-9729
www.quattrolifts.com
info@quattrolifts.com

Helima Helvetion Intl.
PO Box 1348
Duncan, SC 29334-1348
Phone: 800/346-6628
Fax: 864/439-6065
www.helima.de
kmadey@helimasc.com

Packaging

Muntin Bars

SaberPack
Interleaving Powders
471 Apollo Drive, #10
Lino Lakes, MN 55014
Phone: 651/784-1414
Fax: 651/780-0432
www.saberpack.com
INFORMATION
& ORGANIZATIONS
Associations

Insulating Glass
Manufacturers Alliance
1500 Bank Street, Suite 300
Ottawa, ON K1H 1B8 008
Phone: 613/233-1510
Fax: 613/482-9436
www. igmaonline.org
INSULATING GLASS
AND COMPONENTS

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
50 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com
www.usglassmag.com

Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville,WA 98271
Phone: 360/653-6666 or
800/343-8360
Fax: 360/653-9884
Spacers

Edgetech I.G. Inc.
800 Cochran Ave.
Cambridge, OH 43725
Phone: 740/439-2338
Fax: 740/439-0127
www.edgetechig.com
Units, Bent-Curved

Precision Glass
Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood,AR 72936-1970
Phone:800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
Fax: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com

INSULATING
GLASS MACHINERY
AND EQUIPMENT

IGE Solutions Inc.
2875 Jupiter Park Dr., Ste. 100
Jupiter, FL 33458
Phone: 561/741-7300
Fax: 561/741-3071
www.igesolutions.com
Production Lines

Edgetech I.G. Inc.
800 Cochran Ave.
Cambridge, OH 43725
Phone: 740/439-2338
Fax: 740/439-0127
www.edgetechig.com

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com

Acid Etched Mirror

Walker Glass Co. Ltd.
9551 Ray Lawson
Montreal, QC H7X 3K7 Canada
Phone: 888/320-3030
Fax: 514/351-3010
www.walkerglass.com
Antique Mirror

MACHINERY/EQUIPMENT

Erdman Automation Corp.
1603 South 14th Street
Princeton, MN 55371
Phone: 763/389-9475
Fax: 763/389-9757
www.erdmanautomation.com
IGE Solutions Inc.
2875 Jupiter Park Dr., Ste. 100
Jupiter, FL 33458
Phone: 561/741-7300
Fax: 561/741-3071
www.igesolutions.com
Laminated Lines/
Machinery

Casso-Solar
Technologies LLC
230 US Route 202
Pomona, NY 10970
Phone: 845/354-2010
Fax: 845/547-0328
www.cassosolartechnologies.com
sales@cassosolartechnologies.com
MIRROR AND MIRROR
RELATED PRODUCTS
Mirror, General

Palmer Mirro-Mastics
146 St. Matthews Avenue
PO Box 7155
Louisville, KY 40257-0155
Phone: 502/893-3668 or
800/431-6151
Fax: 502/895-9253
www.mirro-mastic.com

Spancraft Ltd.
920 Railroad Ave.
Woodmere, NY 11598
Phone: 516/295-0055
Fax: 516/569-3333
www.spancraft.com
Jordan@Spancraft.com

SERVICES
Modeled Submissions

(en-'te-lә-kē)
“Modeled for the future”
www.entelechycorp.com
Shop Drawings

Drafting Services
by Scott Brown, Inc.
156 Peachtree East, Ste. 225
Peachtree City, GA 30269
Phone: 770/461-8092
Fax: 678/489-9037

SKYLIGHTS & OVERHEAD
GLAZING SYSTEMS
Skylight, General

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com
Skylights

O’Keeffe’s Inc.
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124
Phone: 415/822-4222
Fax: 415/822-5222
www.okeeffes.com
continued on page 60
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SOFTWARE
Software, General

Albat + Wirsam
North America
1540 Cornwall Rd., Suite 214
Oakville, ON L6J 7W5
Phone: 905/338-5650
Fax: 905/338-5671
www.albat-wirsam.com
moreinfo@albat-wirsam.com
PMC Software Inc.
Bartles Corner Business Park
8 Bartles Corner Rd., Suite 11
Flemington, NJ 08822
Phone: 908/806-7824
Fax: 908/806-3951
www.pmcsoftware.com
Point of Sale

Quest Software Inc.
1000 E. Sturgis St., Suite 8
St. Johns, MI 48879
Phone: 800/541-2593
Fax: 517/224-7067
www.questsoftware.com
To place your listing(s)
contact Janeen Mulligan
at 540/720-5584
Ext. 112 or e-mail
jmulligan@glass.com

SOLAR GLAZING
MACHINERY

IGE Solutions Inc.
2875 Jupiter Park Dr., Ste. 100
Jupiter, FL 33458
Phone: 561/741-7300
Fax: 561/741-3071
www.igesolutions.com
STOREFRONT/
ENTRANCES
Storefront Material,
General

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com
Pittco Architectural Metals, Inc.
1530 Landmeier Rd.
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
Phone: 800/992-7488
Fax: 847/593-9946
info@pittcometals.com
www.pittcometals.com
Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com

TOOLS AND SUPPLIES

Stiffeners

Cleaning Towels

WINDOWS
Blast Resistant

Bohle America
10924 Granite Street, Suite 200
Charlotte, NC 28273
Phone: 704/887-3457
Fax: 704/887-3456
www.bohle-america.com
Jacone Distributors
5717 Samstone Ct.
Cincinnati, OH 45242
Phone: 513/745-0244
Fax: 513/745-9581
marji@fuse.net

Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville,WA 98271
Phone: 360/653-6666 or
800/343-8360
Fax: 360/653-9884

Glass Restoration

United States
Bullet Proofing, Inc.
16201 Branch Court
Upper Marlboro, MD 20774
Phone: 301/218-7920
Fax: 301/218-7925
www.usbulletproofing.com
info@usbulletproofing.com

WINDOW HARDWARE

Technical Glass Products
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmire,WA 98065
Phone: 800/426-0279
Fax: 800/451-9857
www.tgpamerica.com
sales@fireglass.com

GlasWeld Systems
29578 Empire Blvd.
Bend, OR 97701
Phone: 541/388-1156
Fax: 541/388-1157
www.glasweld.com
Strybuc Industries
2006 Elmwood Ave.
Sharon Hills, PA 19078
Phone: 800/352-0800
Fax: 610/534-3202
www.strybuc.com

Fire-Rated

General Tools & Supplies

Pacific Laser Systems
449 Coloma Street
Sausalito, CA 94965
Phone: 800/601-4500
Fax: 415/289-5789 ■

[usg | classifieds]

Businesses for Sale
Chicago Area Glass
& Aluminum Contractors
Business for Sale

45 years in business. Owners retiring.
Please send all inquiries to:
glassshop123@gmail.com

Glass Shop for Sale

28 yr. established full line glass shop
West central OK. Last 5 yrs. sales $4.4m.
Large trade area, good vehicle fleet.
Owner ready to retire. $800k. Building
for lease. glass4sale@live.com

60
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Industry Services

Bieber Consulting
Group, LLC

is a group of retired glass industry executives with the ability to solve your
problems, grow your business and add
to your revenue stream. With over 40
years of expertise managing sales and
profits, we know cost reduction, sales
& marketing, finance, glass fabrication, safety, purchasing, labor relations and more. To explore how we can
be of benefit to you, call Paul Bieber at
603/242-3521 or e-mail paulbaseball@msn.com.

Shop Drawings

Architectural Communication & Design, serving the U.S. since 1979 with
thousands of completed projects behind us.We have our own custom software, capable of drawing any
commercial system. One to two week
turn around on most projects. Call for
a free brochure, 800/658-8780.
To place a classified listing, please call
Janeen Mulligan at 540/720-5584,
ext. 112, or e-mail jmulligan@glass.com.
www.usglassmag.com
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Employment/Help Wanted
New England Based Glass
Company Seeking Managers

Portland Glass a premier New England
based full service Glass Company
founded in 1947 with 37 locations is
searching for qualified retail store
managers. We are searching for individuals with industry knowledge, leadership skills and who possess strong
written and verbal communication
skills. The ideal candidate will be
highly motivated self starter and be
able to thrive in a fast paced and constantly changing environment. Experience in auto glass, residential glazing,
light commercial glazing and vinyl
window installation are preferred. We
offer a very competitive compensation
package as well as a great learning atmosphere, the quality of life that only
Northern New England can offer and
the ability to grow within the company.
Driving and background checks are required. Portland Glass is a progressive
employer. Please send resume with
salary requirements to:
Andy Emmertz, Portland Glass, 832
Congress Street, Portland,Maine 04102

Field Superintendent!

Pacific Glazing Contractors is looking for
an experienced, organized, personable
Field Superintendent to join our team in
Morgan Hill,California (south of the Bay
Area). Applicants must possess glazing
and leadership experience; accurate layout, budgeting, and scheduling of manpower; ability to communicate and
collaborate with customers, office staff,
and field personnel; and competence to
oversee and coordinate projects from
creation to completion. Interested and
competent? Email your resume to
michaelw@pacificglazing.com

Used Equipment

Manufacturer’s Reps

Thermal Windows, Inc. is a leading
manufacturer of architectural windows, sliding glass doors and terrace
doors. We are looking for established
independent sales representatives.Exclusive territories available.Email your
resume to info@thermalwindows.com.
Company information is available at
www.thermalwindows.com.

Products for Sale

Curved China Cabinet Glass

Standard curves fit most cabinets - one
day service.Most sizes $90, $95, $98 and
each piece is delivered. Call 512/2373600, Peco Glass Bending, PO Box 777,
Smithville, TX 78957.

Classifieds go online every day!

All Machines in Stock

Price inc. installation /training
72” x 120” Temp. oven BRAND NEW
Force conv. 32 sec/mm, 5-19mm
Soft Low E -OK. ONLY $ 280K
72” OpenTop Auto Sand Blaster,
3 nozzles Brand New, ONLY $ 26K
72”, 60”, 48” Horizontal Washers
6 scrub, 6 drying brushes + hot air
Double drill Semi Auto w/table
6 speed $ 14,500.00
8 Spindle Beveler. 2”bevels $ 38,000.00
9 spindle flat Edger/Miter $ 38,000.00
Shape edger/Beveler $ 14,500.00
Demo WaterJet Less than 50 hrs.
5’x10’ $ 80.000.00
Prices EXW Miami
www.jordonglass.com
Ph: 1-800-833-2159
E-mail: glass1usa@att.net

USED MACHINERY
BOUGHT & SOLD

www.usglassmachinery.com
Ph: 724/348-8450

Curtain Wall Production Manager
Qualifications: Highly experienced with CNC fabrication and assembly of unitized curtain wall. The ability to plan, develop and lead the production staff
through training and by example. Strong blueprint and shop drawing reading
skills. The talent to create project-driven schedules based on input from project
management and engineering, and the ability to meet and exceed them.
Computer Proficiency Requirement:Microsoft Office,project schedule software,CAD.
Training: As required for the right candidate.
Salary: Commensurate with experience, 401K, Health Insurance,Vacation
Relocation Expenses: For the right candidate.

Project Manager
Qualifications: Experience in managing fabrication and assembly of unitized
curtain wall.The ability to provide exceptional customer service.Liaison between
customer and engineering with support to the Curtain Wall Production Manager.
Responsible for assisting Estimating and Production with goals and schedules.
Purchasing and contract management are supported by the team, but are ultimately the project manager’s responsibility with regard to profit and loss.
Computer Proficiency Requirement: Microsoft Office, project scheduling software, CAD.
Training: As required for the right candidate.
Salary: Commensurate with experience, 401K, Health Insurance,Vacation
Relocation Expenses: For the right candidate.
Please send resumes to info@mcmulleninc.com

www.usglassmag.com
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Don’t Bank on It

continued from page 28

window industry.“On the other hand,
we’re seeing increased willingness by
lenders to loan against good assets,
such as current accounts receivable,
usable inventory and machinery and
equipment.As the economy improves
and competition for loans increases,
we typically see lending standards
and required covenants loosen up.” He
added,“Based on the number of calls
I’m getting from lenders looking for
projects, I would say that process of
increased competition has begun.”
He adds,“I’m not personally seeing
any loosening of underwriting criteria
and, in fact, I don’t think there can be
any loosening for a while because the
new FDIC requirements for the bank-

ing industry don’t allow for any loosening, only tightening. The banking
industry, like several other industries
in this economy, is struggling.”
Miller interprets the struggling as
correcting.“Banks are now doing the
real underwriting they should have,
which is interpreted as ‘tightened criteria,’” he says.
Stone doesn’t excuse the correction he sees.
“The banks currently only
want to lend money to people
who don’t need it. I feel very
strongly that the banks are
doing everything they can to
keep us in this recession—
maybe not intentionally, but all

Seeing Double

of their activities do it,” he says. Stone
adapts Regan’s quote on government,
commenting, “The banks are not the
solution, the banks are part of the
problem.”
Glass companies watching their
peers’ problems are still seeking their
own solutions. ■

M e g a n H e a d l e y is
the editor of USGlass.

continued from page 37
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the manner in which it enriches our built stand how these experiments in adenvironments with daylight and view) vanced façade design are actually perassure that glass will remain a predom- forming. DSF technology, however, is
inant material in the building skin.
but one strategy to the challenge preGlass, however, as we well know, is a sented by façade performance. There
poor thermal and acoustical insulator, are others and there will be many
and these negative attributes threaten more. The needed solutions will into limit its use. It is imperative that we, volve collaboration between the proas an industry, do not adopt a defen- fession, academia and industry, and
sive position in an attempt to protect a will require ongoing research and devested interest. We must embrace the velopment by all stakeholders. ■
mandate for improved energy efficiency and reduced carbon
emissions in buildings, and deliver solutions that optimize
J e f f r e y V a g l i o and M i c
façade performance. This will
P a t t e r s o n are both PhD candidates
assure the benefits provided by
in the School of Architecture at the
the unrestricted, but appropriate
University of Southern California. They
use of glass in the building enveare employed by Enclos, the national
lope. The ultimate viability of
curtainwall firm headquartered in Eagan,
DSF technology, and the role it
Minn., and work out of the firm’s
will play in future facades, is unAdvanced Technology Studio in Los
Angeles. Their opinions are solely their
clear. We need to make a more
own and do not necessarily reflect the
aggressive and sustained effort
views of this magazine.
in the attempt to better under-

“No Grandpa, I don’t like that kind.
But I do have a joke for you.”
I wasn’t sure if I could handle another
telling of the tomato thing but what’s a
grandpa to do?
“Sure Zach. Go ahead and tell me
your joke.”
“Okay Grandpa, why were the eggs
laughing?”
“I don’t know Zach,” I quickly responded now quite pleased that he
was expanding his repertoire. “Why
were the eggs laughing?”
“Because somebody cracked them up!”
You know, maybe there’s hope for
number eight after all! ■
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continued from page 64

L y l e R . H i l l is
president of MTH
Industries of Chicago.
Mr. Hill’s opinions are
solely his own and not
necessarily those of this
magazine.
www.usglassmag.com
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The Broken Tomato …

T

Number 8

Zach, a.k.a. Number 8

By Lyle R. Hill

here are nine of them all together
but no two are alike … and for the
most part, not even similar. Each
one is uniquely different—not just physically different, but different in attitude,
aptitude,appearance and general outlook
as well.Some of this is to be expected,but
I could never have guessed that the differences would be so pronounced or the
variations so obvious. I don’t have a favorite, of course.A couple seem to be musically gifted, while others do extremely
well in athletics or academics. But whatever any of them do or become, I care
deeply about each one. They are, as they
regularly refer to each other, “The
Cousins,” and they are also my grandchildren. Six boys … three girls. As The
Cousins get older, I try to spend one-onone time with them.I want them to know
their grandfather. I did not get to know
either of mine.
I was alone in the kitchen reading the
Sunday paper when out of the corner of
my eye, I saw him tiptoeing in my direction. His impish grin gave him away. I
knew he had something on his little fouryear-old mind and that, whatever the
something was, it was coming my way.
“Grandpa,” he began as I put the
paper down and looked his way,“I have
a joke for you.”
“Good Zachamundo, let me hear
your joke.”
“Grandpa, my name is not
Zachamundo. It is Zachary Baxter
Courage Rush.”
“Oh yes, that’s right, but Grandpa is
old so sometimes he forgets these
things. So tell me your joke.”
“Okay, Grandpa, how do you fix a
broken tomato?”
As I did my best to give the impression that I was in deep thought trying to
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come up with an acceptable response,
“number eight” rocked back and forth
on his little four-year-old heels.
“Grandpa, if you don’t have an answer it’s okay because I can tell it to you.
My dad didn’t know it either.”
“What about your mom, Zach? She’s
a lot smarter than your dad.”
“No, my mom didn’t get it and even
Sydney didn’t get it.”
Sydney, a.k.a. cousin number five, is
considered by the younger cousins to
know everything there is to know about
anything that is important.Sydney is ten.
“Okay,” I replied as I leaned forward
to get as close as I could to this little
bundle of cuteness,“Grandpa gives up.
How do you fix a broken tomato?”
As his eyes squinted ever so slightly
he leaned toward me looking like he
was ready to explode.
“With tomato paste,” he replied as he
fell to the floor laughing hysterically.This
lasted for about 30 to 45 seconds. Then
he got back up and faced me to see what
my reaction to all of this might be.
“Zach,” I began, “I think that is a
pretty funny joke, but can Grandpa ask
you a question?”
“Okay, Grandpa.”
“Well Zach … what is tomato paste?”
As he ran out of the room, he looked
back at me and said, “I don’t know
Grandpa … ask Sydney.”
Within just a few minutes Zach repeated his tomato joke to everyone he
came in contact with and, as could be
expected,he never failed to get a chuckle
and a positive comment. Ultimately he
made his way back to me and told me
the joke again.Now because I am a good
grandpa and have been preconditioned
by the three kids and seven grandkids
that have come before, I naturally acted

as if I had never heard the joke and gave
him the response he expected. Over the
next few weeks he continued to tell his
joke to me and others who heard it before and since we would never want to
hurt the feelings of such an adorable little guy,we all continued to laugh and tell
him what a wonderful joke it is.
I sometimes think maybe we adults are
a bit like my eighth grandchild … especially in some of our business dealings.
We use the same old promotional materials, same old sales pitches, same old
handouts and, maybe because we don’t
get negative responses,we take a non-response as a positive and, out of habit or
laziness,just continue to do the things we
have always done and say the things we
have always said.As the world continues
to change we need to change with it.I recognize that I am as guilty as anyone at
sticking with old methodologies far too
long. Maybe what some of us need is a
good shaking.Maybe it’s time to get some
new material. Creativity should be at the
heart of our sales and marketing efforts.
If we’re not regularly renewing ourselves
with regards to these types of efforts then
we can’t help but become stagnant and at
some point maybe become nothing more
than an old withered up tomato that can’t
even be fixed with tomato paste.
A few weeks after the tomato joke
was first introduced (and after I had
heard it at least a dozen times) I was sitting at the kitchen counter inhaling a
box of Girl Scout cookies … Tagalongs
if you must know … when Zachary
Baxter Courage Rush plopped himself
down next to me and flashed a curious
little smile my way.
“You want a cookie, Zach?” I asked.
continued on page 62
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And a better place to live.

The right glass can create
a better place to work.

Cut cooling costs, equipment costs,
and carbon emissions with a name you trust.
When you need to deliver impossibly impressive results, count on your local PPG Certified Fabricator
and Solarban Low-E glass. A third-party energy analysis shows that our leading Solarban glass can
eliminate 21,000 tons of CO2 emissions and save more than $400,000 in up-front equipment costs
– results today’s architects and building owners are looking for. And with over a billion square feet sold,
you know your local PPG Certified Fabricator will come through every time. To find yours, or for a copy
of the energy analysis, call 1-888-PPG-IDEA.
Solarban, IdeaScapes, PPG and the PPG logo are trademarks owned by PPG Industries, Inc. | Cradle to Cradle CertifiedCM is a certification mark of MBDC.

PPG Industries, Inc., Glass Business & Discovery Center, 400 Guys Run Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15024 www.ppgideascapes.com
See Us at Glass Expo Midwest™ 2011 in Indy Next Month • See Us at the BEC Conference

